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Abstract
The Aalen-Johansen estimator for calculation of transition probabilities in a
multi-state model, builds on the assumption that the data are Markovian. For
real data, the Markov property may not be fulfilled, and it is then of interest to
study how the estimator behaves.
In this thesis, the study is restricted to the three-state illness-death model, and
in addition to the Aalen-Johansen estimator, two other methods for calculation
of transition probabilities are considered. The first one is a method building on
the assumption that the data are semi-Markovian, while the other is a general
method not building on any assumptions.
Simulated data with known properties are used to study the performance
of the methods for different situations. As known in advance, we see that the
Aalen-Johansen estimator works well for state occupation probabilities, although
the Markov assumption is not fulfilled. Further, it turns out that the semi-
Markov method performs well only when the data are semi-Markovian. The
Aalen-Johansen estimator is more robust to small deviations from the Markov
assumption, than the semi-Markov method is to small deviations from the semi-
Markov assumption. For the general method, it is seen that approximately
unbiased estimates are produced in all the situations considered, but that the
variance here is larger than for the two other methods. For state occupation
probabilities, the simulations show that the available variance estimator for the
Aalen-Johansen estimator works well also in non-Markovian cases.
The Brier score is investigated as a mean to find the best method to use on
real data. The Brier score calculated for one method, is compared to the Brier
score for another one. Based on this comparison, one gets an idea of the over- or
underestimation of the methods.
KEY WORDS: Aalen-Johansen estimator; Brier score; Illness-death model;
Kaplan-Meier estimator; Markov condition; Multi-state models; Survival analy-
sis; Transition probabilities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In medicine we are interested in the prognosis for a patient. For a cancer patient
who undergoes an operation of some kind, it is of interest to know the probability
to have a relapse of the cancer within a year, within two years, or some other
period. If no such event has happened within, for instance, a two year period
after the operation, the probability to have a relapse during the following year
may have changed, compared to the probability right after the operation. This
setting may be extended by including the possibility of death. The patient may
die after a relapse; right afterwards or years later, or he/she could die without
having had a relapse first.
The situation above may be described by a model with three states. The
states will here be ’operated’, ’relapsed’ and ’dead’. When an event happens
to an individual, a transition from one state to another occurs. The transition
probabilities in cases like this are unknown, but we could estimate them based on
what we observe. For this purpose we need collected data. In Norway, there are
17 central health registers (Sekretariat for Nasjonalt helseregisterprosjekter, 2015);
the Cancer Registry of Norway and the Norwegian Patient Register are probably
the most well-known, and data from these registers are used for research. In this
thesis we will consider two data sets from the European Registry for Blood and
Marrow Transplantation.
Event history analysis gives a methodology to analyze data in settings like
the one above. This methodology extends survival analysis, which is considering
situations where only one event could happen to an individual. Events happen
over time, and could well happen for individuals after a study is completed. Ob-
servations for such individuals are then said to be right-censored. The survival
and event history analysis may handle data where censoring is present.
There have been developed various methods to calculate estimates of the
transition probabilities. The methods build on models, where the model is trying
to describe reality. We will mainly restrict ourselves to irreversible three-state
models; such a model is called a progressive illness-death model. The Aalen-
Johansen estimator is the method that traditionally has been most used. This
method builds on a Markov model, but in real situations we do not know if the
Markov property is fulfilled, and the method is then not guaranteed to work
well. It is of interest to study how wrong the estimates may turn out to be
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under violation of the Markov assumption. We will also consider two alternative
methods; one building on a semi-Markov model, another on a model without
any assumptions. It is then of interest to check how these methods behave
compared to the Aalen-Johansen estimator in various settings.
The methods for multi-state models are not so widely used yet. A main
reason for this could be the lack of software. However, the last years some
packages have been developed for the statistical software R (R Development
Core Team 2011). Two examples are the mstate package (de Wrede et al., 2011)
and the newly developed TPmsm package (Araújo et al., 2014). These packages
will be used in the data examples and for the simulations.
The outline of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we will first go into
the theory of survival analysis. Key elements here are the Nelson-Aalen and
the Kaplan-Meier estimators, and these will be studied in detail. These estima-
tors are also important bulding blocks for the event history analysis. Further
we introduce multi-state models, and study Markov models and estimation in
such models. We end the chapter by focusing on the three-state illness-death
model under the Markov condition. In Chapter 3 we will consider the alterna-
tive estimators. We look at the illness-death model in the two cases, and how
estimation may be performed. For our two real data sets we do not know if
the Markov property, or the semi-Markov property, is fulfilled. When we have
various estimation procedures available, as is the case here, it is natural to choose
the procedure that fits the data best. In Chapter 4 we will present and use the
Brier score for this purpose. In Chapter 5 we study the behavior of our three
methods through simulations. Data with chosen properties; Markovian data,
semi-Markovian data and data where none of these assumptions are fulfilled,
are generated, and the three methods are applied to the data. Here we will
also study the behavior of the variance estimator for the Aalen-Johansen estima-
tor. In Chapter 6 we will give concluding remarks, and also mention possible
extensions to what has been done.
Chapter 2
Survival and event history analysis
Lifetimes differ from lots of other measurements. Looking at a time period and
a group of people, there is a chance that some of the individuals will not die
in that period. All we know about them, is that they will live longer than the
given endpoint of the study. If this is the case we will have problems to compute
even such a simple quantity as the mean lifetime, because of the incomplete data.
Hence we understand that classical statistics is not satisfactory for this kind of
data.
A model for lifetimes is called a survival model, and the statistical methodol-
ogy we need to study lifetimes is called survival analysis. Often we are interested
in more complex situations than lifetimes. There are for instance different causes
of death; cancer, heart disease, etc, and taking this into account makes the mod-
eling more complex. There could also be more than one event happening to each
individual as the time goes by. For these purposes we use multi-state models,
and the methodology for such models is called event history analysis.
At any time in the time period we are considering, each individual is said
to be in a state. The individuals move among different states, and we would
be interested in the probabilities of transitions between states, and the proba-
bilities of being in the different states at specified times, called state occupation
probabilities.
In this chapter we will look at the theory of survival and event history
analysis. In Section 2.4 we will meet the already mentioned Markov assumption.
This assumption says that the history of an individual is irrelevant for the
probabilities to make future transitions. Much of the theory in this chapter is
taken from Aalen et al. (2008, Chap 3 and Appendix A.1, A.2).
2.1 Data example
Example 1.1
In this, and the two next chapters, we will for illustration consider a data set
from the European Registry for Blood and Marrow Transplantation, consisting
of 1977 patients transplanted for chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). This
3
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Figure 2.1: Number of individuals in each state at different times after transplant for
the CML data. The black curve shows the number who have not had an event, the red
curve the number of patients who are in the relapsed state, while the green curve is the
number of patients who are dead.
data set is available from the mstate package in R, under the name ebmt, see
Appendix B.1. CML is a cancer where the bone marrow makes too many white
blood cells. The condition may be attempted cured by a bone marrow transplant,
where the damaged bone marrow is replaced with healthy bone marrow stem
cells from a donor (U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2015).
Each individual in the data set is followed from the transplant onwards, and
it is recorded if and when the patient had a relapse of CML, or died. In Section
2.2 we will think of the time when one of these events happened, as a survival
time. The two states relapsed and dead, are then merged to one. Some of the
individuals did not have an event during the observation period. They are said
to be right-censored. In Section 2.5 we will analyze the data with a multi-state
model. We will then look at relapse and death as two separate states, and hence
consider a three-state model. Again censoring will be present.
To get an overview of the data, Figure 2.1 shows the number of individuals
in each state at different times. The red curve shows how many who are in the
relapsed state at each time point. Individuals enter this state, but they may also
leave it. The green curve shows how many who are dead, while the black one
shows the number that have not had any events after the transplant. A year
after the transplant, 185 individuals are in the relapsed state, 698 are dead, while
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1012 individuals have had no events after the transplant. This means that the
observation of 82 individuals have been censored during the first year after the
transplant. Five years after the transplant, 77 individuals are in the relapsed
state, 863 are dead, while 198 individuals have had no event.
2.2 Survival models
Starting out with lifetimes, we let T ≥ 0 be a random survival time with the
well-known survival function
S(t) = P(T > t). (2.1)
In words, this is the probability that the lifetime is greater than the time t, where
t is time since an initial timepoint.
The hazard rateα(t) is the instantanous risk of dying at time t
α(t) = lim
∆t→0
P(t ≤ T < t + ∆t | T ≥ t)
∆t
. (2.2)
This is the probability of dying shortly, given that the individual has survived
up to time t. Whenα(t) exists, that is when S(t) is absolutely continuous, (2.2)
gives us the relation
α(t) = lim
∆t→0
−(S(t + ∆t)− S(t))
S(t)∆t
=
−dS(t)
S(t)
.
This motivates that the cumulative hazard A(t) may be defined by the Stiltjes
integral
A(t) =
∫ t
0
α(u)du = −
∫ t
0
dS(u)
S(u−) , (2.3)
for all kind of distributions. (2.3) is a general expression for the cumulative
hazard, and it leads to the differential equation
dS(t) = −S(t−)dA(t), (2.4)
which we will come back to in (2.7). We can also write (2.4) as an integral
equation
S(t) = 1−
∫ t
0
S(u−)dA(u). (2.5)
To study the survival function (2.1), it is useful to express it as a product
of conditional survival functions. For times u > v, we define the conditional
survival function as
S(u | v) = P(T > u | T > v) = S(u)
S(v)
.
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We make a partition of the time interval (0, t] into K subintervals (0, t1], (t1, t2],
· · · , (tK−1, t], and can then write
S(t) = P(T > t1)P(T > t2 | T > t1) · · · P(T > t | T > tK−1) (2.6)
=
K
∏
k=1
S(tk | tk−1),
with t0 = 0 and tK = t. Further, from (2.4) we have the approximation
S(tk)− S(tk−1) ≈ −S(tk−1)(A(tk)− A(tk−1)) (2.7)
or, by dividing both sides by S(tk−1),
S(tk | tk−1) ≈ 1− (A(tk)− A(tk−1)). (2.8)
Now, by using (2.8) in (2.6), we get the approximation
S(t) ≈
K
∏
k=1
(
1− (A(tk)− A(tk−1))
)
. (2.9)
Letting K increase, while the lengths of the intervals go to zero uniformly, the
product on the right-hand side in (2.9) will approach the product-integral
S(t) = pi
u≤t
(
1− dA(u)) . (2.10)
A product-integral has the same relation to a product, as the well-known integral
has to a sum. (2.10) shows the general relation between the survival function
and the cumulative hazard.
When the cumulative hazard A(t) is absolutely continous, we have that
dA(u) = α(u)du. Using the approximation exp(-α(u)du) ≈ 1−α(u)du, valid
for small du, we end up with
S(t) = pi
u≤t
(
1− dA(u)) = pi
u≤t
(
1−α(u)du)
= exp(−
∫
u≤t
α(u)du) = exp(−A(t)).
For the discrete case S(t) = ∏u≤t(1−αu), whereαu = P(T = u | T ≥ u) is the
discrete hazard.
2.2.1 Estimation in the survival model
To estimate the hazard rate α(t) and the survival function S(t) we need to
consider a group of n individuals. Each of them will have the possibly censored
survival time T˜i, and the associated indicator function Di = I(T˜i = Ti) for this
time to be a survival time. Instead of estimating the hazard rate directly, which
is hard, we will estimate the cumulative hazard A(t). This turns out to be easy.
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When we have an estimator of A(t), we see from (2.10) that it will be easy to
estimate S(t).
A common approach to survival estimation is to consider counting processes.
A counting process is counting the number of events observed during a time
period. In survival analysis we are looking at the occurences of events, and
it is hence natural to count them as they occur and use this information for
estimation purposes.
The Nelson-Aalen estimator
For each of the individuals, we define the counting process
Ni(t) = I{T˜i ≤ t, Di = 1},
which is counting one when an uncensored event happens. The intensity process
of Ni(t) takes the form
λi(t) = α(t)Yi(t),
where Yi(t) = I(T˜i ≥ t) is an indicator for being at risk ’just before’ time t.
For all the individuals, the aggregated counting process is now
N(t) =
n
∑
i=1
Ni(t).
N(t) tells us for how many of the individuals an uncensored event has happened
up to time t. Likewise, we have that Y(t), the total number of individuals at risk
at time t, is given by Y(t) = ∑ni=1 Yi(t), while the intensity process of N(t) is
λ(t) =
n
∑
i=1
λi(t) = α(t)Y(t).
The relation between the counting process N(t) and its intensity process λ(t)
is given by the zero-mean martingale
M(t) = N(t)−
∫ t
0
λ(u)du = N(t)−
∫ t
0
α(u)Y(u)du. (2.11)
This equation, (2.11), makes us express the increment dN(t) as
dN(t) = α(t)Y(t)dt + dM(t).
By multiplying with the indicator function J(t) = I(Y(t) > 0), dividing by Y(t)
and then integrating, we get∫ t
0
J(u)
Y(u)
dN(u) =
∫ t
0
J(u)α(u)du +
∫ t
0
J(u)
Y(u)
dM(u). (2.12)
The last term in (2.12) is a stochastic integral and hence it has expectation zero.
When P(Y(t) = 0) is small we have that∫ t
0
J(u)α(u)du ≈ A(t),
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hence we may estimate the cumulative hazard by the Nelson-Aalen estimator
Â(t) =
∫ t
0
J(u)
Y(u)
dN(u) = ∑
{ j:T˜j≤t,D j=1}
1
Y(T˜j)
, (2.13)
where the second equality follows since the counting process makes jumps only
at event times. The estimated hazard will now be the slope of this cumulative
function (2.13).
The variance of the Nelson-Aalen estimator
We will also be interested in the variance of the Nelson-Aalen estimator. In that
way we will be able to construct confidence intervals for the cumulative hazard.
Introducing the notation
A∗(t) =
∫ t
0
J(u)α(u)du,
(2.12) may be written as
Â(t)− A∗(t) =
∫ t
0
J(u)
Y(s)
dM(u). (2.14)
Because M is a zero-mean martingale, this stochastic integral, (2.14), is a zero-
mean martingale as well. Then E{Â(t)− A∗(t)} = 0, which means that Â(t) is
an unbiased estimator of A∗(t). We would want an unbiased estimator of A(t),
but this is impossible sinceα(t) can not be estimated when Y(t) = 0.
From the theory of martingales we have that
Var(Â(t)− A∗(t)) = E
{
[Â− A∗](t)
}
,
where [Â− A∗] means the optional variation process. In words, the variance of
(2.14) is the expectation of its optional variation process. Thus
σ̂2(t) = V̂ar(Â(t)) = [Â− A∗](t) =
∫ t
0
J(u)
Y(u)2
dN(u) = ∑
{ j:T˜j≤t,D j=1}
1
Y(T˜j)2
,
which is an unbiased estimator.
The Nelson-Aalen estimator, evaluated at a given time t, is approximately
normally distributed in large samples. A standard 100(1 −α)% confidence
interval (CI) is then given by
Â(t)± zα/2σ̂(t), (2.15)
where zα/2 is the 100(1−α/2)th percentile of the standard normal distribution.
An alternative, and better interval is achived by using a log transformation
resulting in the interval
Â(t) exp{±zα/2σ̂(t)/Â(t)}. (2.16)
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The Kaplan-Meier estimator and its variance
From (2.10) a natural estimator for S(t), called the Kaplan-Meier estimator, is
Ŝ(t) = pi
u≤t
{
1− dÂ(u)
}
= ∏
{ j:T˜j≤t,D j=1}
{
1− 1
Y(T˜j)
}
, (2.17)
where the last equality follows since Â(t), (2.13), is a step function with incre-
ment 1Y(T˜j)
when T˜j is a survival time. In large samples, Ŝ(t) is approximately
normally distributed, when evaluated at a given time t. To estimate the variance
of (2.17), and hence be able to construct confidence intervals, we introduce
S∗(t) = pi
u≤t
{1− dA∗(u)},
which is nearly S(t). It can be shown that
Ŝ(t)− S∗(t)
S∗(t)
= −
∫ t
0
Ŝ(u−)
S∗(u)
d(Â− A∗)(u). (2.18)
Thus we have the approximation
Ŝ(t)
S(t)
− 1 ≈ −
∫ t
0
d(Â− A)(u),
or
Ŝ(t)− S(t) ≈ −S(t)
(
Â(t)− A(t)
)
. (2.19)
From (2.19) we get that
Var(Ŝ(t)) ≈ S(t)2Var(Â(t)).
The variance of the Kaplan-Meier estimator may now be estimated by
τ̂2(t) = V̂ar(Ŝ(t)) = Ŝ(t)2 ∑
{ j:T˜j≤t,D j=1}
1
Y(T˜j)2
. (2.20)
Another alternative is to estimate the variance by Greenwood’s formula
τ˜2(t) = Ŝ(t)2 ∑
{ j:T˜j≤t,D j=1}
1
Y(T˜j){Y(T˜j)− 1}
.
A standard 100(1−α)% confidence interval (CI) for S(t) is now given by
Ŝ(t)± zα/2τ̂(t), (2.21)
or we could use a log-minus-log transformation to get a better interval
Ŝ(t)exp{±zα/2τ̂(t)/(Ŝ(t) log Ŝ(t))}. (2.22)
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Figure 2.2: Estimated cumulative hazard (left) and survival function (right) with
standard 95% confidence intervals for the 1977 patients transplanted for CML. To
survive means to stay event-free.
Example 1.2: Estimation in the survival case
We are continuing Example 1.1 in Section 2.1, and are now looking at the case
where relapsed and dead are considered as one common state. The left-hand
plot in Figure 2.2 shows the Nelson-Aalen estimated cumulative hazard (full
line) with a 95% standard confidence interval (dashed lines). It is the slope of
this curve we will be interested in. The first year after the transplant, the slope is
steeper than later on. This means that the instantanous risk of relapse or death
is decreasing as time goes by.
The other plot gives the Kaplan-Meier estimated survival function, with a
95% standard confidence interval. The probability not to have had an event
during the first year after the transplant is 53.8%, CI: (51.6%,56.0%), hence the
probability of relapse or death in the same period is 46.2%. The probability to
stay event-free the first five years after the transplant is 37.8%, CI: (35.4%,40.3%),
while the probability to stay event free up to eight years after the transplant
is 33.8%, with the confidence interval (30.4%,37.3%). When t is close to the
maximal survival time which here is 8.45, the data are scarce. When we follow
this example further, we will cut of at t = 7 years. 2
2.3 Multi-state models
We will now start focusing on multi-state models. A multi-state model is model-
ing a stochastic process X(t) with a set of discrete states (at least two) called the
state space S . The value of the process at time t denotes the state being occupied
at that time. Our interests are the probabilities of transitions between the states,
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the intensities for the transitions and the probabilities to occupy the different
states.
For an individual who is in state g at time s, we will be interested in the
probability that he/she is in state h at time t (s < t). This is the transition
probability, and it is written as
Pgh(s, t) = P(X(t) = h | X(s) = g,Fs−), (2.23)
where Fs− is the history of the process up to time s, i.e. information about the
earlier transitions of the process. Pgh(s, t) is the gh-element of the transition
probability matrix P(s, t); which is showing the probabilities for transitions
between all the states in S .
The instantanous risk of making a transition from g to h in a small time
interval at time t (assuming that Pgh is absolutely continuous) is given by the
transition intensity
αgh(t) = lim
∆t→0
Pgh(t, t + ∆t)
∆t
, g 6= h.
The transition intensity matrixα(t) contains all the transition intensities, where
αgg(t) is defined to beαgg(t) = −∑h 6=gαgh(t).
The probability to be in state h ∈ S at time t is denoted ph(t) = P(X(t) = h).
This state occupation probability is given by the linear combination
ph(t) = ∑
j∈S
p j(0)Pjh(0, t). (2.24)
Expression (2.24) simplifies to ph(t) = P1h(0, t), when all the individuals start
out in state 1.
The simplest multi-state model is the survival model discussed in Section 2.2
with the two states ’alive’ and ’dead’. Two other quite simple multi-state models
are the competing risks model and the illness-death model. In a competing
risks model we are considering different causes of death. The ’dead’ state in the
survival model is divided into two or more states. The illness-death model will
be considered closely in Section 2.5.
2.4 Markov models
Multi-state models are often assumed to be Markov models. This means that the
present state of the process is all that matters for future transitions. The past and
the future are independent given the present.
Formally we say that a process X(t) is Markov if
P(X(t) = h | X(s) = g,Fs−) = P(X(t) = h | X(s) = g). (2.25)
We will study the matrix versions P and α, defined in Section 2.3, when the
process is Markovian.
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For Markov processes, we have the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations
Pgh(s, t) = ∑
l∈S
Pgl(s, u)Plh(u, t). (2.26)
Using the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations in the case of absolutely continous
transition probabilities, we have that
P(s, t + ∆t)− P(s, t) = P(s, t)P(t, t + ∆t)− P(s, t)
= P(s, t)(P(t, t + ∆t)− I)
≈ P(s, t)α(t)∆t,
where
α(t) = lim
∆t→0+
1
∆t
(P(t, t + ∆t)− I).
Hence the Kolmogorov forward equation holds
∂
∂t
P(s, t) = P(s, t)α(t). (2.27)
In the general case, the forward equation may be expressed as
P(s, t) = I +
∫ t
s
P(s, u−)dA(u). (2.28)
This is the multi-state equivalent of (2.5). A(t) is the matrix of cumulative
transition intensities; it is the elementwise integral of α(t) in the absolutely
continous case. We will now find a solution of (2.28). As in the survival case
in Section 2.2, we make a partition of the time interval (0, t] into K subintervals
(s, t1], (t1, t2], · · · , (tK−1, t]. By using the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, we
have that
P(s, t) = P(t0, t1)P(t1, t2)...P(tK−1, tK),
and by using (2.28), we can write
P(s, t) ≈
K
∏
k=1
{I + (A(tk)− A(tk−1))}.
This matrix product needs to be taken in the increasing order from left to right.
Letting the lengths of the subintervals go to zero, the solution of (2.28) is the
matrix product-integral
P(s, t) = pi
u∈(s,t]
{I + dA(u)}. (2.29)
This expression is not restricted to the situation where transition intensities exist.
In the continuous case, (2.29) will be
P(s, t) = pi
u∈(s,t]
{I +α(u)du}.
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2.4.1 Estimation in Markov models
As for the survival function, we will use counting processes to estimate the
transition probabilities. We will estimate the transition probability matrix by
P̂(s, t) = pi
u∈(s,t]
{I + dÂ(u)}. (2.30)
Thus we need to estimate the matrix of cumulative transition intensities Â(t). For
this purpose, we define Ngh(t) to be the number of individuals who are observed
to go from state g to state h in the interval [0, t], and Yg(t) to be the number
observed in state g right before time t. Then Â(t) is a matrix of Nelson-Aalen
estimators, where the ghth element is given by
Âgh(t) =
∫ t
0
dNgh(u)
Yg(u)
= ∑
Tj≤t
∆Ngh(Tj)
Yg(Tj)
, (2.31)
for h 6= g and Âgg(t) = −∑h 6=g Âgh(t). Here the Tj’s are the observed transition
times between all states. The variance of (2.31) may be estimated by
σ̂2gh(t) = V̂ar
(
Âgh(t)
)
= ∑
Tj≤t
∆Ngh(Tj)
Yg(Tj)2
. (2.32)
Since (2.31) is a step function, the product-integral (2.30) is the finite matrix
product
P̂(s, t) = ∏
s<Tj≤t
(I + ∆Â(Tj)). (2.33)
The matrix product needs to be taken in the order of increasing transition times
Tj. The estimator (2.33) is the Aalen-Johansen estimator. In Section 2.5 we will
see that we get nice expressions for the elements of P̂(s, t) when we have a
three-state model without recovery.
We will consider some steps leading to the large sample distribution of P̂(s, t).
We introduce the indicator function Jg(t) = I(Yg(t) > 0) for each g ∈ S , and for
all g, h ∈ S we define
A∗gh(t) =
∫ t
0
Jg(u)dAgh(u). (2.34)
We let A∗(t) be the matrix with these elements, and introduce P∗(s, t) =
piu∈(s,t]{I + dA∗(u)}, which is almost the same as P(s, t) when P(Yg(u) = 0)
is small for u ∈ (s, t]. By Duhamel’s equation, we may now write
P̂(s, t)P∗(s, t)−1 − I =
∫
(s,t]
P̂(s, u−)d(Â− A∗)(u)P∗(s, u)−1. (2.35)
This is the multi-state version of (2.18). The matrix Â− A∗ is a matrix of martin-
gales, cf. (2.14). Then we have that the right-hand side of (2.35) is a matrix-valued
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stochastic integral, which means that
{
P̂(s, t)P∗(s, t)−1 − I
}
is a matrix of mean
zero martingales. Thus
E{P̂(s, t)P∗(s, t)−1} = I,
which shows that the Aalen-Johansen estimator is almost unbiased. For large
sample purposes, P∗ may be replaced by P. The Aalen-Johansen estimator is
uniformly consistent, thus we may replace P̂ by P on the right-hand side of
(2.35). Then
P̂(s, t)P(s, t)−1 − I ≈
∫
(s,t]
P(s, u)d(Â− A∗)(u)P(s, u)−1.
By multiplying by P(s, t) = P(s, u)P(u, t), we get
P̂(s, t)− P(s, t) ≈
∫
(s,t]
P(s, u)d(Â− A∗)(u)P(u, t). (2.36)
From (2.36) one may derive the large sample distribution of P̂(s, t), see Aalen
et al. (2008, Section 3.4.5) for details. In large samples, the elements of P̂(s, t)
are approximately normally distributed, and for any g, h, m, r ∈ S , one may
estimate the covariance between P̂gh(s, t) and P̂mr(s, t) by
ĉov(P̂gh(s, t), P̂mr(s, t)) =
k
∑
l=1
∑
q 6=l
∑
s<Tj≤t
{P̂gq(s, Tj)P̂mq(s, Tj)
×[P̂lh(Tj, t)− P̂qh(Tj, t)][P̂lr(Tj, t)− P̂qr(Tj, t)]∆σ̂2ql(Tj)}, (2.37)
where ∆σ̂2ql(Tj) is the increment of (2.32) at time Tj.
2.5 The progressive illness-death model
In the previous section we considered Markov multi-state models. Now we
will restrict ourselves to three states, and consider the progressive illness-death
model. The state space is then S = {1, 2, 3}, and the model is depicted in Figure
2.3. For this model there are three possible transitions, 1→ 2, 1→ 3 and 2→ 3.
State 1: Healthy is the initial state. From state 1 it is possible to go to state 2:
Diseased, or to state 3: Dead (i.e. to die of another cause than the illness we are
looking at here). State 2 is a transient state; it is possible to leave it, and move on
to state 3. Once an individual have reached state 3, it is not possible to move on.
The state is absorbing. The path for a patient will be 1 → 2 → 3 or 1 → 3, but
due to censoring we will not necessarily observe the whole path.
For this model the transition intensity matrix is given by
α(t) =
 −(α12(t) +α13(t)) α12(t) α13(t)0 −α23(t) α23(t)
0 0 0
.
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1 Healthy 2 Diseased
3 Dead
Figure 2.3: Illness-death model. It is only possible to move in the directions of the
arrows.
When the model is Markovian, we find the transition probabilities as the solution
of (2.27). Since state 3 is absorbing we know that P33(s, t) = 1, and since the
model is irreversible, we get that Pi j(s, t) = 0 when i > j. By (2.27), we have that
∂
∂t
P11(s, t) = −(α12(t) +α13(t))P11(s, t),
thus we get the solution
P11(s, t) = exp
(
−
∫ t
s
α12(u) +α13(u)du
)
. (2.38)
Similarly,
P22(s, t) = exp
(
−
∫ t
s
α23(u)du
)
. (2.39)
Further, we have P23(s, t) = 1− P22(s, t) and P13(s, t) = 1− P11(s, t)− P12(s, t).
The last probability we need, to have all the solutions to the Kolmogorov equa-
tions, is P12(s, t). For this probability we have the differential equation
∂
∂t
P12(s, t) = α12(t)P11(s, t)−α23(t)P12(s, t), (2.40)
which is solved by
P12(s, t) = exp
(
−
∫ t
s
α23(u)du
) ∫ t
s
α12(u)P11(s, u) exp
(∫ u
s
α23(v)dv
)
du
=
∫ t
s
P11(s, u)α12(u)P22(u, t)du. (2.41)
The steps leading to (2.41) are given in Appendix A.1.
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Estimation
In Section 2.4.1 we defined Ngh(t) to be the number of individuals observed to
go from state g to state h in the interval [0, t]. For the illness-death model we then
have N12(t), N13(t) and N23(t), while N21(t), N32(t) and N31(t) are zero for all
t values. We record the exact times of the observed events; when individuals get
the disease, or die, T1 < T2 < ... . For the total number of individuals leaving
state 1 in [0, t], we use the notation N1.(t) = N12(t) + N13(t), while Y1(t) and
Y2(t) are the number of healthy and diseased individuals, respectively, right
before time t.
Then estimators for the transition probabilities, the elements of P̂(s, t) in
(2.33), are given by
P̂11(s, t) = ∏
s<Tj≤t
(
1− ∆N1.(Tj)
Y1(Tj)
)
, (2.42)
P̂22(s, t) = ∏
s<Tj≤t
(
1− ∆N23(Tj)
Y2(Tj)
)
, (2.43)
which both are Kaplan-Meier estimators, and
P̂12(s, t) = ∑
s<Tj≤t
P̂11(s, Tj−1)∆Â12(Tj)P̂22(Tj, t). (2.44)
Here
∆Â12(Tj) =
∆N12(Tj)
Y1(Tj)
,
which is the increment of the Nelson-Aalen estimator (2.31) at time Tj. The state
occupation probability (2.24) may be estimated by
p̂h(t) =
3
∑
g=1
p̂g(0)P̂gh(0, t), (2.45)
where pg(0) is estimated by the proportion of the individuals who start out in
state g at time zero. When all individuals start out in state 1, (2.45) is just
p̂h(t) = P̂1h(0, t).
Variances of the transition probability estimators
Since the estimators (2.42) and (2.43) are Kaplan-Meier estimators, their variances
can be estimated as in the survival case, cf. Section 2.2.1.
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We will use (2.37) to estimate the variance of P̂12(s, t). The estimated variance
of a g to h transition probability is given by
V̂ar(P̂gh(s, t)) = Ĉov(P̂gh(s, t), P̂gh(s, t))
=
3
∑
l=1
∑
q 6=l
∑
s<Tj≤t
{P̂gq(s, Tj)2[P̂lh(Tj, t)− P̂qh(Tj, t)]2∆σ̂2ql(Tj)},
where ∆σ̂2ql(Tj) is the increment of (2.32) at Tj. Since the model is without
recovery, we obtain
V̂ar(P̂12(s, t)) = ∑
s<Tj≤t
P̂11(s, Tj)2[P̂22(Tj, t)− P̂12(Tj, t)]2∆σ̂212(Tj)
+ ∑
s<Tj≤t
[P̂11(s, Tj)P̂12(Tj, t)]2∆σ̂213(Tj)
+ ∑
s<Tj≤t
[P̂12(s, Tj)P̂22(Tj, t)]2∆σ̂223(Tj). (2.46)
The full expression of (2.46), where also those terms which are zero, are included,
is given in Appendix A.2. The standard deviation of P̂12(s, t) may then be
estimated by
σ̂P̂12(s,t)
= (V̂ar(P̂12(s, t)))1/2. (2.47)
Since P̂12(s, t) is approximately normally distributed in large samples, a standard
100(1−α)% confidence interval for P12(s, t) is given by
P̂12(s, t)± zα/2 · σ̂P̂12(s,t). (2.48)
Alternatively, one may use the log-transformed confidence interval
P̂12(s, t) exp(±zα/2σ̂P̂12(s,t)/P̂12(s, t)), (2.49)
or the log-minus-log transformed confidence interval
P̂12(s, t)
exp{±zz/2σ̂P̂12(s,t)/P̂12(s,t) log(P̂12(s,t))}. (2.50)
Example 1.3: Markov illness-death model
We continue our example presented in Section 2.1, and we will now consider
three different states. After the bone marrow transplant, a patient may have a
relapse of CML. Relapse will be state 2 in our model. Later on, the patient may
die, and hence enter state 3. State 3 may also be reached without a foregoing
relapse. To be in state 1 means to stay event-free. In all states, the patient may be
censored.
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Figure 2.4: Estimated cumulative transition intensities for the CML data. The left plot
shows the cumulative transition intensities the first 7 years after transplant. The right
plot shows the cumulative transition intensities the first year after transplant. The black
curve is for transition 1→ 2, the red for transition 1→ 3, and the green for transition
2→ 3.
Figure 2.4 shows the estimated cumulative transition intensities for the CML
data we are considering. The left-hand plot shows the estimates for all times
up to 7 years, while the right-hand plot is restricted to the first year to get a
clearer picture of what is happening just after the transplant. The black curve
is for transition 1 → 2 (to have a relapse), the red for transition 1 → 3 (to die
without a foregoing relapse) and the green for transition 2 → 3 (to die after a
relapse). We see that, right after the transplant, the instantanous risk of dying
without a foregoing relapse is higher than the risk of relapse. After a month, the
risk of dying after a relapse, is much higher than the two other risks. The risk of
a 1→ 2 transition is approximately constant the first year, before it is leveling
off. The risk of a 1 → 3 transition is higher than the risk of a 1 → 2 transition
the first half a year. The next six months they are approximately equal. Further
on, the risk of a 1→ 2 transition is larger than the risk of a 1→ 3 transition, but
the risks are smaller than during the first year after transplant. The risk of dying
after a relapse is decreasing as time goes by.
Figure 2.5 shows the estimated transition probabilities from state 1, starting
from three different time points after the transplant. We are interested in looking
at how the transition probabilities changes for patients, who still have had
no event at given times after the transplant. We choose two time points s,
in addition to the initial point s = 0. These have been chosen such that the
probability to be in state 1 is approximately 80% and 50%. For our data we
then get s = 0.25 and s = 1.35, which corresponds to approximately 90 and
500 days post transplant. The black curve in each plot shows an estimate of
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Figure 2.5: Transition probabilities for the CML data. The first plot shows the state
occupation probabilities with standard 95% CI. The black curve is the probability to be
in state transplanted; no other events have happened. The green one is the probability
to have had a relapse, but still be alive, while the red is the probability of being dead.
The two other plots show the transition probabilities from 0.25 and 1.35 years after the
transplant.
P11(s, t). Note that P̂11(0, t) is the same as the estimated survival curve that we
considered in Figure 2.2. The green and red curves are estimates of P12(s, t) and
P13(s, t), respectively. The first plot, where s = 0, shows the estimated state
occupation probabilities; since all the individuals start out as transplanted at
known times. Right after the transplant, the estimated probability to have a
relapse and then no other event during the next year is 10.2% with a standard
95% CI: (8.8%,11.5%). The probability to die in that period, with or without
a foregoing relapse, is 36.1%, CI: (33.9%, 38.2%), while the probability of no
event is 53.8%, CI: (51.6%,56.0%). If we have a larger horizon, the probability
to have a relapse and not leave state 2 during the next five years, is 14.5%,
(12.5%,16.5%), while the probability of death during that time period is 47.7%,
CI: (45.2%,50.1%). From s = 0.25, the estimated probability to have a relapse
and no other event during the following year has increased a bit, compared
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to for s = 0, and is now 11.3%, CI: (9.7%,12.8%), while the probability of
death has decreased to 25.3%, CI: (23.1%,27.4%). For a five years period, the
probability of relapse and then no other event is 17.0%, CI:(14.5%,19.4%), while
the probability to die during that period is 37.3%, CI: (34.5%,40, 1%). We see
that the survival prognosis for a patient who has stayed event-free the first 90
days post transplant, is better than right after the transplant. The probability of
death during the following year has decreased from 36.1% to 25.3%, and for the
five years period it has decreased from 47.7% to 37.3%.
For a patient who is still event-free 500 days post transplant (s = 1.35), the
probability of death during the following year is only 4.2%, CI: (2.9%,5.5%),
while it is 13.2%, CI: (10.1%,16.3%) for the following five years period. The
probabilities of relapse and no other events are 6.5%, CI: (4.9%,8.1%) and 16.3%,
CI: (12.5%,20.1%), for these two time periods, respectively. R-script for estima-
tion of the transition probabilities is given in Appendix B.1. 2
When we are analyzing real data we do not know whether the Markov
assumption is fulfilled or not. In Chapter 3 we will consider two other models
and methods for the transition probabilities in an illness-death model. Further on,
the Aalen-Johansen estimator (2.33), will be denoted the Markov method, while
the standard deviation estimator (2.47) will be denoted the Markov standard
deviation estimator.
Chapter 3
Alternative estimators
In the previous chapter, we studied the illness-death model under the Markov
condition. The transition intensitiesα12(t),α13(t) andα23(t), are then functions
of time t since the initial event, called the global time. Now we will consider the
illness-death model under a semi-Markov assumption, and for the case without
any of these assumptions. In Section 3.1, we will consider the semi-Markov
model and a method for estimation. In this model the time is reset to zero
when a new state is reached, hence the time scale is called ’clock reset’. What
then matters regarding transition intensities, is for how long the individual has
been in the current state, called the duration time d, while the global time t is
irrelevant. The transition intensities are thenα12(t),α13(t) andα23(d), where it
is used that the duration time and the global time are the same for state 1. In
Section 3.2 we will consider a general model, and one way to do estimation here.
The transition intensities are then functions of both the duration time d and the
global time t. Below, we will not focus on transition intensities, but rather go
directly to the transition probabilities.
3.1 Semi-Markov illness-death model
We say that a process X(t) is semi-Markov if the only interesting part of the
history Fs− in
P(X(t) = h | X(s) = g,Fs−),
is the time since state g was reached. A semi-Markov model is also called a
Markov renewal model. In the Markov model the time runs from the initial
time point, and only the current state and the time since the initial time matters
for future transitions. In the semi-Markov model the time is reset to zero when
a new state is entered, and the current state and the time since this state was
reached is all that matters for future transitions.
We will only be interested in the illness-death model, and the time is then set
to zero when an individual is entering state 2. We consider transition probabili-
ties from state 1, and the expression for P11(s, t) will be as for the Markov model.
Hence we will consider the expression for P12(s, t). Compared to (2.41), we now
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need to give another expression for P22(u, t). The probability to stay in state 2
for a time period longer than u, after first reaching the state, is
P∗22(0, u) = P(T23 > u),
where T23 is the potential time an individual is in state 2. Hence P12(s, t) is now
given by
P12(s, t) =
∫ t
s
P11(s, v)α12(v)P∗22(0, t− v)dv.
3.1.1 Estimation in the semi-Markov model
We estimate P∗22(0, v) by the Kaplan-Meier estimator
P̂∗22(0, v) = ∏
v j≤v
(
1− ∆N
∗
23(v j)
Y∗2 (v j)
)
. (3.1)
Here v1 < v2 < . . . are observed sojourn times in state 2 (observed values of
T23). N∗23(v j) is the number of individuals who go to state 3 within a time period
of length v j after state 2 was reached, while Y∗2 (v j) is the number of individuals
with sojourn time in state 2 at least v j. Now we estimate P12(s, t) by
P̂12(s, t) = ∑
s<Tj≤t
P̂11(s, Tj−1)∆Â12(Tj)P̂∗22(0, t− Tj). (3.2)
One may prove that n
1
2 (P̂12(s, t) − P12(s, t)) converges in distribution to
Z(s, t), where the expression of the Gaussian process Z is given in Voelkel
and Crowley (1984). Hence, the variance of P̂12(s, t) is approximately given
by 1nVar(Z(s, t)), where n is the number of individuals. We will not go any
further into this material in this thesis. Because of the lack of software, we
haven’t calculated the variance by this method neither in our examples nor in
the simulations in Chapter 5. We can however use bootstrapping to estimate
variances.
Example 1.4: Semi-Markov probabilities
We continue to consider the CML data from Chapter 2. Now we want to see how
the semi-Markov method performs, compared to the Markov method on these
data. P11(s, t) is estimated in the same way for the two methods, hence P12(s, t)
is the only interesting probability to consider. Figure 3.1 shows the transition
probability P12(s, t) estimated by the semi-Markov method (red curve) together
with the transition probability estimated by the Markov method (green curve)
for the three s values considered in Example 1.3. For s = 0, the probabilities
estimated by the semi-Markov method are higher than those estimated by the
Markov method, up to approximately t = 3 years. For larger t values, it is the
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Figure 3.1: Estimated state 1 to 2 transition probabilities for the CML data. For each of
the s values: The green curve shows the transition probabilities from time s, estimated
by the Markov method, while the red curve shows the transition probabilities from time
s, estimated by the semi-Markov method.
other way around. For s = 0.25, the semi-Markov estimates are a bit higher
than the Markov estimates up to t = 1.5 years, while for larger t values, the
Markov estimates are higher. For s = 1.35, the transition probabilities estimated
by the semi-Markov method are lower than those estimated by the Markov
method. We will consider the same transition probabilities as in Example 1.3.
For s = 0, the estimated probability to have a relapse and then no other event
during the following year is 11.8% (10.2% for the Markov method), while it for
the following five years period is 13.8% (14.5% for the Markov method). Since
P11(s, t) is estimated in the same way for the two methods, we now have that the
estimated probability to die during the following year after transplant is 34.4%,
while it is 36.1% for the Markov method. Hence, this method gives a better one
year survival prognosis for a patient, than the Markov method does, but a less
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good five years prognosis. The estimated probability to die during the first five
years after transplant is 48.4% for the semi-Markov method, and 47.7% for the
Markov method. For s = 0.25, the estimated probability to have a relapse and
then no other event during the following year is 11.7% (11.3% for the Markov
method), and during the following five years period it is 15.0% (17.0% for the
Markov method). For s = 1.35, the estimated probability to have a relapse and
then no other event durint the following year is 5.3% (6.5% for the Markov
method), and during the following five years period it is 11.3% (16.3% for the
Markov method). We see that the differences between the methods become
quite large as s increases. R-script for estimation of the semi-Markov transition
probabilities is given in Appendix B.1. 2
3.2 A non-Markov/general illness-death model
We will now consider a general illness-death model, and follow the work by
Meira-Machado et al. (2006). In this section we derive expressions for the
transition probabilities (1): P11(s, t), (2): P12(s, t) and (3): P22(s, t).
We introduce the random vector (T12, T13, T23), where Ti j is the potential
time spent in state i before transition to state j. Starting from the initial state,
state 1, there are two courses for an individual:
• a) 1→ 2→ 3 : At time T12 there is a transition from state 1 to 2, and
then at time T12 + T23 there is a transition further to state 3,
• b) 1→ 3 : At time T13 there is a direct transition from state 1 to state 3.
If T12 ≤ T13, the individual follows course a). The value of T13 is then censored
at time T12 for that individual. The potential time spent in state 1, called the
potential sojourn time in that state, we denote by Z = min(T12, T13), while the
potential total time to state 3 is reached is denoted T, and can be expressed by
T = Z + T23I(Z = T12).
The events involved in (1) are that the process X(t) was in state 1 at time s,
and that it is still there at time t. That means that both T12 and T13 are larger
than both s and t, giving that Z > s, t, and the probability expression is hence
P11(s, t) = P(Z > t | Z > s) = P(Z > t)P(Z > s) =
1− H(t)
1− H(s) . (3.3)
Here H(z) is the cumulative distribution function of Z, and 1− H(z) is hence
the survival function of Z. For (2), the process X(t) was in state 1 at time s, hence
Z > s. Further, it follows course a), hence T12 ≤ T13. The process leaves state 1
before, or at, time t and has not yet arrived in state 3 at time t, hence T12 ≤ t and
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T12 + T23 > t. The probability expression is then
P12(s, t) = P(T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13, T12 + T23 > t | Z > s)
=
P(s < T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13, T12 + T23 > t)
P(Z > s)
=
E
{
I(s < T12 ≤ t, T12 + T23 > t, T12 ≤ T13)
}
E
{
I(Z > s)
} . (3.4)
For (3), the process was in state 2 at time s. That means that the process left state
1 before, or at time s, followed course a) and didn’t leave state 2 before, or at, s.
Hence T12 ≤ s, T12 ≤ T13 and T12 + T13 > s. The process is in state 2 at time t,
meaning that T12 + T23 > t. Thus the probability expression is
P22(s, t) = P(T12 + T23 > t | T12 ≤ s, T12 ≤ T13, T12 + T23 > s)
=
P(T12 + T23 > t, T12 ≤ s, T12 ≤ T13)
P(T12 ≤ s, T12 + T23 > s, T12 ≤ T13)
=
E
{
I(T12 ≤ s, T12 + T23 > t, T12 ≤ T13)
}
E
{
I(T12 ≤ s, T12 + T23 > s, T12 ≤ T13)
} . (3.5)
For estimation purposes it is convenient to have simpler notations for the ex-
pressions (3.4) and (3.5). We introduce the function
S(φ) = E
{
φ(T12, T12 + T23)I(T12 ≤ T13)
}
. (3.6)
Using (3.6) we can then write
P12(s, t) =
S(I(s < T12 ≤ t, T12 + T23 > t))
1− H(s) =
S(φs,t)
1− H(s)
and
P22(s, t) =
S(I(T12 ≤ s, T12 + T23 > t))
S(I(T12 ≤ s, T12 + T23 > s)) =
S(φ˜s,t)
S(φ˜s,s)
,
where
φs,t(u, v) = I(s < u ≤ t, v > t) and φ˜s,t(u, v) = I(u ≤ s, v > t). (3.7)
We see that S(φ) only covers course a) above. To include course b), we
consider φ(Z, T), a function of Z; the potential time in state 1, and the potential
survival time T. The survival time T can be expressed as
T = I(T12 ≤ T13)(T12 + T23) + I(T12 > T13)(T13).
Now we have that
φ(Z, T) =
{
φ(T12, T12 + T23) if T12 ≤ T13,
φ(T13, T13) if T12 > T13,
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and the expectation of φ(Z, T) becomes
E
{
φ(Z, T)
}
= E
{
φ(T12, T12 + T23)I(T12 ≤ T13)
}
+ E
{
φ(T13, T13)I(T12 > T13)
}
= S(φ) + E
{
φ(T13, T13)I(T12 > T13)
}
.
For our two φ functions, given by φs,t and φ˜s,t in (3.7), we see that
φs,t(T13, T13) = φ˜s,t(T13, T13) = 0 for 0 ≤ s < t.
Hence, in the cases interesting for us,
S(φ) = E
{
φ(Z, T)
}
. (3.8)
Exact calculation of S(φ) assumes that the joint distribution of Z and T is known.
When we in the next subsection give an estimator for S(φ), we look at how this
distribution may be estimated.
3.2.1 Estimation in the general model
The data we use for estimation may be censored. Therefore we introduce a
censoring variable C, which is assumed to be independent of (T12, T13, T23). We
let U be the first transition or censoring time, U = min(T12,T13,C) = min(Z,C), and
δ an indicator for this time to be a 1→ 2 transition time, δ = I(T12 < T13, T12 ≤
C)). We also introduce an indicator η for U to be a 1 → 3 transition time,
η = I(T13 < T12, T13 ≤ C)). Further, we let V be the time from a 1→ 2 transition
takes place, to a new transition or censoring occurs, V = min(T23, C − T12),
while ρ is an indicator for this time to be a transition time, ρ = I(T23 ≤ C− T12).
Then U and V are the observed sojourn times in state 1 and state 2, respectively.
We also introduce the uncensoring indicator of Z, γ = I(Z ≤ C) = δ+ (1− δ)η.
For estimation of S(φ) we introduce Y = min(T, C) = U + δV, where T is
the potential survival time, and ξ = I(T ≤ C) = (1− δ)η+ δρ. ξ is now an
indicator for the observed Y to be a survival time.
For each individual the total sample information is given by
(Ui, δi, δiVi, δiρi, (1− δi)ηi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and this will be used for estimation of the transition probabilities (3.3) - (3.5). For
estimation of the numerator and denominator of (3.3), and the denominator of
(3.4), we may, since Ci and Zi are independent, use the Kaplan-Meier estimator.
We have that
Ui =
{
Zi if γi = 1,
Ci if γi = 0,
The survival function of Z may then be estimated by
P̂(Z > z) = ∏
i:Ui≤z,γi=1
{
1− 1
K(i)
}
≡ 1− Ĥ(z),
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where K(i) is the number in state 1 just before time Ui. As an estimator for (3.3),
we define
P̂11(s, t) =
1− Ĥ(t)
1− Ĥ(s) . (3.9)
This is equivalent to the Aalen-Johansen estimator of P11(s, t), (2.42).
How should S(φ) in (3.8) be estimated for ourφ functionsφs,t and φ˜s,t given
in (3.7)? Because of right-censoring, we will not necessarily observe Z and T,
but we know that Z is uncensored whenever T is. This fact makes us use the
multivariate Kaplan-Meier estimators considered by Stute (1993).
For each individual we have Yi = Ui + δiVi and ξi = (1− δi)ηi + δiρi, 1 ≤
i ≤ n. We are interested in the ordered sample Y(1) ≤ ... ≤ Y(n), and the pair
(U[i],ξ[i]) attached to the Y(i) value, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Consider the estimator
Ŝ(φ) =
n
∑
i=1
Wiφ(U[i], Y(i)), (3.10)
which is an empirical integral, where
Wi =
ξ[i]
L(i)
i−1
∏
j=1
(
1− ξ[ j]
L( j)
)
.
Here L(i) = n− i + 1 is the number of individuals who are in state 1 or 2 right
before time Y(i). The weight Wi for individual i, is the change in the Kaplan-
Meier estimator at time Y(i):
Wi = −
 i∏
j=1
[
1− ξ[ j]
L( j)
]
−
i−1
∏
j=1
[
1− ξ[ j]
L( j)
]
= −
(1− ξ[i]
L(i)
)
− 1
 i−1∏
j=1
[
1− ξ[ j]
L( j)
]
=
ξ[i]
L(i)
i−1
∏
j=1
[
1− ξ[ j]
L( j)
]
.
Meira-Machado et al. (2006) show that the estimator (3.10) is consistent for our
choices of φ. Hence estimators of (3.4) and (3.5) are
P̂12(s, t) =
Ŝ(φs,t)
1− Ĥ(s) (3.11)
and
P̂22(s, t) =
Ŝ(φ˜s,t)
Ŝ(φ˜s,s)
, (3.12)
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Figure 3.2: Estimated state 1 to 2 transition probabilities for the CML data. For each
of the s values: The green curve shows the the transition probabilities from s estimated
by the Markov method, while the blue curve shows the transition probabilities from s
estimated by the non-Markov method.
respectively. In their paper it is also shown that, n
1
2 [P̂12(s, t) − P12(s, t)] con-
verges in distribution to N(0, B(s, t)), where B(s, t) is some limit variance func-
tion. This is valid for s < τ0, where τ0 is the upper bound of the support of U.
We get an estimator for B(s, t) by plugging in estimators of its parameters, but
this estimator is not necessarily consistent when φ has noncompact support as
in our case. For P̂22 there is a similar large sample result. Also here, as for the
semi-Markov method, one can estimate the variances with bootstrapping.
Example 1.5: Non-Markov transition probabilities
For the CML data, we will now consider estimation of P12(s, t) by the non-
Markov method. We use the TPmsm package in R, which also produces bootstrap
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confidence intervals, see Appendix B.1. We do not plot these, but give confidence
intervals for the specific transition probabilities considered. Figure 3.2 shows
P̂12(s, t) for the three already chosen s values, for the non-Markov method (blue
curve), and the Markov method (green curve). For s = 0, the curves follow each
other quite closely, meaning that the methods are giving approximately the same
estimates. For both s = 0.25 and s = 1.35, the non-Markov estimates are a bit
lower than the Markov estimates from t = 3 years onwards. The differences are
larger for the s = 1.35 case, than for s = 0.25.
Again we consider some of the transition probabilities from Example 1.3. For
s = 0, the estimated probability to have a relapse and then no other event during
the following year is 10.2%, as for the Markov method. The bootstrap confi-
dence interval is (8.9%,11.6%), which is approximately as the CI for the Markov
method. For the five years period, this estimated transition probability is 14.6%
(14.5% for the Markov method), with the confidence interval (12.5%,16.4%).
For s = 0.25, the estimated probability to have a relapse and then no other
event during the following year is 11.2% (11.3% for the Markov method), CI:
(9.6%,12.8%), and during the following five years period it is 16.5% (17.0%
for the Markov method), CI: (14.0%,19.0%). For s = 1.35, the estimated prob-
abilities are 6.4% (6.5% for the Markov method), CI: (4.9%,8.1%), and 14.7%
(16.3% for Markov), CI: (10.8%,18.8%), for the one year and five years periods,
respectively. Some of the confidence intervals here are a bit wider than those for
the Markov method. The confidence intervals for the Markov method are based
on the standard deviations estimated by the standard deviation estimator (2.47).
2
In the example above we saw that the Markov method and the non-Markov
method gave estimates closer together, than was the case for the Markov and
the semi-Markov methods. The true probabilities are unknown, hence, this
information does not tell us which method is the "correct" one. In the next
chapter, we will consider the Brier score as a mean to determine which method
performs best on real data.
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Chapter 4
Comparison of the methods on real
data
In the two previous chapters we have considered three methods for estimation
of transition probabilities in an illness-death model. When we have real data, we
do not know if a process is Markov or semi-Markov. Which of the three methods
should we use on our data? It is natural to choose the method which fits the data
best. The Brier score is a measure of inaccuracy. The score was formulated back
in 1950, and it was then used to verify weather forecasts (Brier 1950). Glenn Brier
looked at probabilities of rain and no-rain on a particular day i, pi and 1− pi,
respectively, and considered the sum of the squared discrepancies between the
actual weather that day ei (ei = 1 for rain, ei = 0 for no-rain) and the probability of
rain, and between the actual weather and the probability of no-rain. The mean
of these results from n days, was then the Brier score for this particular example.
This score could then be compared to the score calculated for other probabilities.
We see that the idea is to compare probabilities with what is actually being
observed in the data. The Brier score was formulated for survival times, where
the censoring is assumed to be random, by Graf et al. (1999). They used an
inverse probability of censoring weighting, and showed that the loss of informa-
tion due to censoring can be accounted for by this. In Section 4.1, we study the
Brier score for our setting, and apply this on the CML data, before we in Section
4.2 give one more data example.
4.1 The Brier score for our setting
We will be interested in how well an estimated transition probability P̂12(s, t) is
able to predict the event status I(X(t) = 2) at the specific time point t > s ≥ 0,
where s is a given time. We will start by looking at the case where s = 0, since
this case gives a simpler derivation, than for s ∈ (0, t). The Brier score may also
be calculated for the other states. The illness-death model contains three states,
and we could be interested in how well P̂11(s, t) and P̂13(s, t) are able to predict
I(X(t) = 1) and I(X(t) = 3), respectively. Hence, we will consider the Brier
score for state h, where h = 1, 2 or 3. In our derivations, we will use Π1h(s, t∗) as
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a model for the transition probability, and assume that Π1h(s, t) is non-random,
to avoid too hard calculations. In practice different estimates of P1h(s, t) will be
used. The Brier score in the case without censoring, is now given by
BS1h(t) =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 . (4.1)
This is an estimator for the mean squared error measure
E{BS1h(t)} = E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2} , (4.2)
where iid variables are required. We introduce the survival time for individual
i; Ti = min{t : Xi(t) = 3}. This is the time when individual i arrives at state 3,
and we can then write (4.2) as
E{BS1h(t)} = E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 {I(Ti ≤ t) + I(Ti > t)}}
= E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(Ti ≤ t)}
+ E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(Ti > t)} .
For the case with random censoring we introduce
T˜i = min(Ti, Ci),
where Ci is a censoring time, independent of Ti, and also
X˜i(t) =
{
Xi(t) t < T˜i
Xi(t)I(T˜i = Ti) t ≥ T˜i.
(4.3)
In words, (4.3) says that, if individual i is in state 1 or 2 at time t, then X˜i(t)
equals the state the individual is in at time t. If the survival or censoring time is
smaller than or equal t, X˜i(t) = 3 if T˜i was a survival time, and X˜i(t) = 0 if T˜i
was a censoring time. When censoring is present we need to weight the Brier
score, (4.1), to compensate for the loss in information.
As suggested by Graf et al. (1999), the Brier score in the case of random
censoring, for h = 1, 2 or 3, can now be given by
BSc1h(t) =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
(
I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2
wi(t), (4.4)
where the weights wi(t) are
wi(t) =
I(T˜i ≤ t, X˜i(t) 6= 0)
G(T˜i)
+
I(T˜i > t)
G(t)
. (4.5)
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Here G(t) = P(Ci > t). From (4.5) we see that wi(t) = 0 for observations
censored before or at time t. We show that this score is reasonable by considering
its expectation. The expectation of (4.4) is now
E
{
BSc1h(t)
}
= E
{(
I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2
wi(t)
}
= E
{(
I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(T˜i ≤ t, X˜i(t) 6= 0)
G(T˜i)
}
+ E
{(
I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(T˜i > t)
G(t)
}
= Part I+ Part II.
For a better overview we will look at the two parts separately. For T˜i ≤ t and
X˜i(t) 6= 0, it is the case that X˜i(t) = Xi(t), T˜i = Ti, and hence that Ti ≤ Ci. Now
we have
Part I = E
{(
I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(T˜i ≤ t, X˜i(t) 6= 0)
G(T˜i)
}
= E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(Ti ≤ t)I(Ci ≥ Ti)
G(Ti)
}
= E
E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(Ti ≤ t)I(Ci > Ti)
G(Ti)
∣∣∣∣∣Ti
}
= E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(Ti ≤ t)
G(Ti)
E
{
I(Ci > Ti)
∣∣Ti}
}
= E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(Ti ≤ t)} ,
where we are using that E
{
I(Ci > Ti) | Ti
}
= G(Ti). For the second part we
have, since X˜i(t) = Xi(t) for T˜i > t, and Ti and Ci are independent
Part II = E
{(
I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(T˜i > t)
G(t)
}
= E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(Ti > t)I(Ci > t)
G(t)
}
= E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(Ti > t)} E{I(Ci > t)}G(t)
= E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2 I(Ti > t)} .
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Hence
E
{
BSc1h(t)
}
= E
{
(I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t))2wi(t)
}
= E
{(
I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2
I(Ti ≤ t)
}
+ E
{(
I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(0, t)
)2
I(Ti > t)
}
= E{BSh(t)},
Our weighted Brier score for censored data, (4.4), has the same expected value
as the Brier score for a complete dataset, (4.1), and is thus succeeding.
For practical use, the censoring distribution G(t) = P(C > t) needs to be
estimated, and we will use the Kaplan-Meier estimator for this purpose. We
introduce ξ = I(T ≤ C), and let Ĝ(·) denote the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the
censoring distribution based on (T˜i, 1−ξi), for all n individuals. Additionally,
we replace Π1h(0, t) by P̂1h(0, t), for a chosen method.
We are not only interested in the Brier score for estimated state occupation
probabilities , but also for estimated transition probabilities from time s > 0. The
Brier score, for the case without censoring, is now given by
BS1h(s, t) =
1
∑ni=1 I(Xi(s) = 1)
∑
{i:Xi(s)=1}
(I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t))2, (4.6)
for t ≥ s. In (4.6) we are only interested in those individuals who are in state 1
at time s. This score is an estimator of
E{BS1h(s, t)} = E{
(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t)
)2 | Xi(s) = 1}
= E{(I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t))2 I(s < Ti ≤ t) | Xi(s) = 1}
+ E{(I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t))2 I(Ti > t) | Xi(s) = 1}.
For the case with random censoring we introduce the weights
wi(t | s) = I(s < T˜i ≤ t, X˜i(t) 6= 0)G(T˜i | s)
+
I(T˜i > t)
G(t | s) ,
where
G(t | s) = P(Ci > t | Ci > s) = G(t)G(s) .
The Brier score is then
BSc1h(s, t) =
1
∑ni=1 I(X˜i(s) = 1)
∑
i:X˜i(s)=1
(I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t))2wi(t | s).
(4.7)
The expectation of the Brier score (4.7), is equal to the expectation of (4.6). The
derivation is given in Appendix A.3.
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Integrated Brier score
Above, we considered the Brier score for fixed time points. By looking at different
t values, we may plot the Brier score as a function of time. This curve is then
a prediction error curve, and such a curve could be made for each method we
are considering. If a curve produced by one of the methods, is smaller than the
others for all time points, we know that this method fits the data best. But the
curves may cross each other, so that it is difficult to give an overall picture of
which method is the best one, by just looking at the graphs. The integrated Brier
score, with respect to some weight function W(t) over the interval [s, t∗],
IBSc1h(s, t
∗)
=
1
∑ni=1 I(X˜i(s) = 1)
∑
{i:X˜i(s)=1}
∫ t∗
s
(I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t))2wi(t | s)dW(t)
=
∫ t∗
s
 1∑ni=1 I(X˜i(s) = 1) ∑{i:X˜i(s)=1}(I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t))2wi(t | s)
 dW(t)
=
∫ t∗
s
BSc1h(s, t)dW(t), (4.8)
could then be used for comparison. A natural choice for the weight function is
W(t) = t/(t∗ − s). In our cases the Brier score only changes when transitions or
censorings happen. Hence we may, when we insert estimates for the transition
probabilities, write (4.8) as
IBSc1h(s, t
∗) = 1
t∗ − s ∑
s<T˜j<t˜
BSc1h(s, T˜j)(T˜j+1 − T˜j),
where the T˜j’s are the ordered times in (s, t˜) where transitions between states or
censorings occur. T˜j+1 in the last term, which is greater than or equal to t∗, is set
to t∗.
Example 1.6: Brier score
For the CML data we have been considering in Example 1.1-1.5, we will now
calculate the Brier score BSc12(s, t), for the three s values and for all t values where
there are changes in the transition probabilities. In Figure 4.1, the prediction
error curve for s = 0 is plotted. The green prediction error curve in the top plot
shows the Brier scores when the transition probabilities are estimated by the
Markov method. The red and the blue curve in the two bottom plots show the
changes in Brier scores compared to the Markov Brier scores, when the semi-
Markov method and the non-Markov method, respectively, have been used to
estimate the transition probabilities. For the non-Markov Brier scores there are
only small deviations from the Markov case. They are approximately equal.
The semi-Markov Brier scores differ more, and they are larger than the Markov
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Figure 4.1: For the CML data: The top plot shows the Brier score for the probability to
stay in state 2, for the Markov method when s = 0. The second plot shows the change
in Brier score compared to for the Markov method, for the semi-Markov method. While
the bottom plot shows this change for the non-Markov method compared to the Markov
method. Note the different scales for the y-axes.
Brier scores for nearly all t values. From this we learn that the Markov and the
non-Markov methods, for s = 0, estimate transition probabilities that fit the data
better, than the semi-Markov method does. We do not know the true transition
probabilities, but on the basis of our available data there is reason to believe
that the Markov and the non-Markov methods estimate transition probabilities
closer to the true probabilities, than is the case for the semi-Markov method.
Going back to the first plot in Figure 3.1, where P̂12(0, t) is calculated with the
Markov method (green) and the semi-Markov method (red), we now have got
a tool to conclude that the semi-Markov method overestimates the transition
probability for t ≤ 3, and underestimates for larger t values.
In Table 4.1 we have given the integrated Brier scores. For s = 0, the dif-
ference between the Markov method and the non-Markov method is minimal,
while the semi-Markov method gives a slightly higher value. In this case it was
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Figure 4.2: For the CML data: The first and the third plot show the Brier scores for
the Markov method when s = 0.25 and s = 1.35, respectively. The second and the
fourth plot show the change in Brier scores compared to for the Markov method, for
the semi-Markov method (red) and the non-Markov method (blue), for the two s values
considered. Note the different scales for the y-axes.
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Table 4.1: Integrated Brier scores for the CML data where t∗ = 7 years.
Markov Semi-Markov Non-Markov
s = 0 0.11087 0.11101 0.11087
s = 0.25 0.12755 0.12814 0.12761
s = 1.35 0.10239 0.10374 0.10259
clear from the prediction error curves which of the methods that was the best, in
this case it was two of them. In other cases the integrated Brier scores may be
more useful than here.
In Figure 4.2, the Brier scores for s = 0.25 and s = 1.35 are plotted in a
similar way as for s = 0, but now the changes for the semi-Markov method,
and the non-Markov method, compared to the Markov method, are given in
the same plots. For s = 0.25 we see that the red curve is a little higher than
the two other around 1 year post transplant. Looking at the middle plot in
Figure 3.1, we see that the red curve is a bit higher than the green one in this
area, and we can conclude that the green curve fits the data better here. From
2.75 years onwards, the prediction error curve for the Markov method is clearly
lower than the curve for the semi-Markov method, and by looking at Figure 3.1
it is hence reason to believe that the semi-Markov method underestimates the
transition probabilities. For the non-Markov prediction error curve, we see that
the Brier scores are a little bit higher than the Markov Brier scores from around 3
years post transplant. From Figure 3.2 we now conclude that the non-Markov
method slightly underestimates the transition probabilities in this area. For
s = 1.35, the Brier scores are lower, or equal, for the Markov method compared
to the two other methods up to 6 years post transplant. For the period 6 to 7
years post transplant, the non-Markov prediction error curve is lower than the
Markov curve for large parts. In Figure 3.2 we now know that in this area, the
non-Markov method produces transition probabilities that fits the data better,
for most of the t values. Also the semi-Markov method produces transition
probabilities that fit the data better, than is the case for the Markov method, for
some of the t values in this period. The integrated Brier score is smallest for the
Markov method, and largest for the semi-Markov method.
From this analysis it is clear that the semi-Markov method is a bad method
choice for the CML data. The two other methods are approximately equal, and it
seems to be okey to use the Markov method. R-script for calculation of the Brier
score is given in Appendix B.1. 2
4.2 Another data example
In Example 1, which we have followed through Chapter 2-4, it was the case that
transitions happened after some time. We will now give an example where most
of the 1→ 2 transitions happen early.
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Figure 4.3: Number of individuals in each state at different times after transplant for
the platelet data in Example 2. The black curve shows the number still in state 1, the red
curve the number of patients who are in state 2, while the green curve is the number
who have reached state 3.
Example 2
We will consider another data set from the European Registry for Blood and
Marrow Transplantation, concerning platelet recovery and relapse after a trans-
plant. The data includes information about 2204 patients, who had a marrow
transplant in the period 1995-98, and is available from the mstate package in R,
under the name ebmt3.
A transplant destroys the body’s ability to make platelets. Platelets are
blood cells that help blood to clot, and a low platelet count may therefore lead
to bleeding problems. According to the American Cancer Society (2015), the
platelet counts are low for at least 3 weeks after transplant. For each patient, it
was recorded if and when the platelets returned to a normal level. There could
also be a relapse of the pre-transplant condition, or the patient could die. These
two events are in the data considered as a joint, absorbing state.
Hence, we are still in the case where we are considering a progressive illness-
death model. As long as no interesting event have happened to a patient after
a transplant (no platelet recovery, no relapse, and he/she is still alive), the
patient is in state 1. A transition to state 2 happens if and when the platelets are
recovered. If the patient has a relapse or dies after the recovery, a transition from
2 to 3 happens. There could also be a direct transition from 1 to 3, meaning that
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Figure 4.4: Estimated cumulative transition intensities for the platelet data. The left-
hand plot shows the cumulative transition intensities the first five years after transplant.
The right-hand plot shows the cumulative transition intensities the first year after
transplant. The black curve is for transition 1→ 2, the red for transition 1→ 3, and
the green for transition 2→ 3.
the patient has a relapse or dies without a foregoing platelet recovery. Some of
the patients did not reach the absorbing state during the observation period, or
disappeared from the study for some reason. They are censored.
Figure 4.3 shows how many who were in the different states at different times.
We see that the number of individuals in state 2 (red curve) is increasing rapidly
during the first 3-4 months. At later times the number is decreasing. More
patients are then leaving state 2; they are having a relapse or die, or are being
censored, than those who are entering the state. After 7 years, approximately
all the patients are in state 3 (green curve), or they are censored. We will not
consider the data for such a long period of time, because there will be few
patients left in the non-absorbing states as time goes by. As we will see in Figure
4.5, the probability to be in state 1 is approximately 24% after five years, and we
cut off our analysis here.
Figure 4.4 shows the cumulative transition intensities, estimated as in Section
2.4.1. We consider the curves for five years, and have also included a plot of
the cumulative transition intensities during the first 0.2 year (73 days), to get
a better idea of how the transition intensities are developing in this short time
period. The black curve shows the cumulative transition intensity from state
1 to 2, the red curve from 1 to 3, and the green from 2 to 3. The first 10 days
post transplant, the black curve, and hence also the green one, is approximately
horizontal. The transition intensity is close to zero during this time. This is in
accordance with the assumption saying that it will normally take at least 3 weeks
before the platelets are at a normal level. When no one has entered state 2, it is
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Figure 4.5: Markov estimated ransition probabilities from state 1 for three s values for
the platelet data, with 95% confidence intervals. The black curve gives the probabilities to
be in state transplanted; no other events have happened, the green gives the probabilities
to be recovered, while the red gives the probabilities to be dead or have had a relapse.
impossible to go from state 2 to 3. The transition intensity from 1 to 3 is not zero,
but it is small. From 10 to 26 days post transplant, the 1 to 2 transition intensity
is increasing. The two other transition intensities are increasing a bit; the 1 to
3 intensity more than that from 2 to 3. It seems natural that the risk of relapse
or death without a foregoing platelet recovery, is larger than the risk of relapse
or death after the platelets are back at a normal level. Further, up to around 10
months post transplant, the 1 to 2 intensity is decreasing, and from 10 months
onwards, it is close to zero. From one year onwards, the transition intensities
from 1 to 3, and from 2 to 3, are approximately equal, and they are much smaller
than during the first year post transplant.
Figure 4.5 shows all the transition probabilities from state 1 for three s values,
estimated by the Markov method. We consider the state occupation probabilities
(s = 0), but we are also interested in the probabilities of transition for individuals
who are still in the initial state at later times. We choose s = 0.06 (22 days) and
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Figure 4.6: A section of P̂12(s, t) calculated by the Markov method (green), the semi-
Markov method (red) and the non-Markov method (blue) for three s values, for the
platelet data. For s = 0, the green and the blue curves are coinciding. Note that the
scales on the y-axes are different in the plots.
s = 0.14 (51 days), where the probability to be in state 1 is approximately 20%
and 50%, respectively. Right after the transplant (s = 0), the probability to have
had the platelets recovered and still be in that state, during the following 6
months is 46.1%, CI: (44.0%, 48.1%). The probability to have a relapse, or to die,
with or without a foregoing platelet recovery, is 18.9%, CI: (17.2%,20.5%), during
this 6 month period. The probability of no event is 35.1%, CI: (33.1%,37.1%).
If an individual has had no events during the first 3 weeks (s = 0.06) after the
transplant, the probability to have had the platelets recovered and still be in that
state, during the following 6 months, has decreased to 39.7%, CI: (37.5%,41.8%).
The probability of relapse or to die during the period is 20.0%, CI: (18.3%,21.8%).
The desired condition for a patient, is to enter state 2 and not leave it. Right
after the transplant, the probability for this, during the following half a year, is
46.1%, while for a patient who has had no event during the first three weeks, we
see that this probability has decreased to 39.7%. For s = 0.14, the probability to
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Table 4.2: For the platelet data: Estimated transition probabilities for being in state 2
in half a year, when the individual is in state 1 at time s, for our three methods.
Method P̂12(s, s + 0.5) CI
s = 0
Markov 46.1% (44.0%,48.1%)
Non-Markov 46.1% (44.0%,48.2%)
Semi-Markov 44.1%
s = 0.06
Markov 39.7% (37.5%,41.8%)
Non-Markov 39.4% (37.1%,41.5%)
Semi-Markov 38.2%
s = 0.14
Markov 11.8% (10.0%,13.6%)
Non-Markov 12.5% (10.6%,14.4%)
Semi-Markov 11.5%
have had the platelets recovered and still be in that state during the following 6
months has fallen down to 11.8%, CI: (10.0%,13.6%). The probability of relapse
or to die has further increased a bit, and is now 21.6%, CI: (19.3%,24.0%).
Figure 4.6 shows P̂12(s, t) calculated by our three methods for the three s
values we are considering. The green curve is for the Markov method, the red for
the semi-Markov method, and the blue for the non-Markov method. To capture
the interesting parts of the curves, different scales on the y-axes are used. For
s = 0, the red curve is a bit lower than the two other from around two months
post transplant. Before this, the curves are approximately equal, but by zooming
in it is possible to see that the red curve is a bit higher than the two other. The
green and the blue curves are approximately coinciding. For s = 0.06, the curves
are approximately coinciding the two following months, but again the red curve
is a bit higher than the others. Further on, the green curve is higher than the two
other, while the red and blue curves are crossing each other some places. For
s = 0.14, the non-Markov method estimates the 1→ 2 transition probabilities
highest, while the semi-Markov method estimates them lowest, for t values
from approximately half a year post the transplant. In Table 4.2 we have given
Markov, non-Markov and semi-Markov estimates for those 1 → 2 transition
probabilities that were given above for the Markov method. Here we see that
the semi-Markov transition probabilities are a bit lower than the two other for
all the s values. For s = 0, the Markov and non-Markov estimates are the same.
For s = 0.06, the estimate is largest for the Markov method, while it for s = 0.14
is largest for the non-Markov method. The bootstrap confidence intervals for the
non-Markov method are a bit wider than the Markov confidence intervals where
the Markov standard deviation estimator (2.47) is used. Bootstrap confidence
intervals are not given for the semi-Markov method, due to the lack of software.
We will now use the Brier score to check which of the methods that produce
transition probabilities closest to the observed state 2 occupation for the patients.
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Figure 4.7: For the platelet data: The first plot shows the Brier scores for the Markov
method when s = 0. The next shows the change in Brier scores compared to for the
Markov method, for the semi-Markov method. The last plot shows the same type of
change for the non-Markov method. Note the different scales for the y-axes.
The upper plot in Figure 4.7 shows the prediction error curve for s = 0 for
the Markov method, while the two other show the changes in Brier scores
compared to the Markov Brier scores for the semi-Markov (red) and the non-
Markov (blue) method. The Brier scores for the semi-Markov method are larger
than those for the Markov method, hence we can say that the semi-Markov
estimated probabilities in Figure 4.6 are too low relative to what we believe
about the probabilities on the basis of our data. For the non-Markov Brier
scores there are only small deviations, note the scale for the y-axis here. From
about four years post transplant, the non-Markov Brier score is the smallest.
For t = 4.5 for instance, we have that P̂12(0, t) ≈ 33.7% for the semi-Markov
method, P̂12(0, t) ≈ 34.4% for the Markov method, and P̂12(0, t) ≈ 34.5% for
the non-Markov method. The non-Markov method gives the smallest Brier
score here, but as we see, the Markov method and the non-Markov method
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Figure 4.8: For the platelet data: The first and the third plot show the Brier scores for
the Markov method when s = 0.06 and s = 0.14, respectively. The second and the
fourth plot show the change in Brier scores compared to for the Markov method, for
the semi-Markov method (red) and the non-Markov method (blue), for the two s values
considered. Note the different scales for the y-axes.
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Table 4.3: Integrated Brier scores for the platelet data where t∗ = 5 years.
Markov Semi-Markov Non-Markov
s = 0 0.23396 0.23420 0.23396
s = 0.06 0.22298 0.22315 0.22308
s = 0.14 0.10282 0.10304 0.10267
give approximately the same transition probability. Looking at the integrated
Brier scores in Table 4.3, we see that the scores for the Markov and the non-
Markov method for s = 0 are the same. The differences are of order 10−6. The
two first plots in Figure 4.8 show the Brier scores for s = 0.06 for the Markov
method (green curve), and the changes in Brier scores for the two other methods
compared to for the Markov method (red curve for the semi-Markov method,
and blue curve for the non-Markov method). The probabilities estimated by
the Markov method are closest to the data at approximately all times, while the
two other methods give too low estimates. The integrated Brier score is smallest
for the Markov method, and largest for the semi-Markov method. The two last
plots in Figure 4.8 show the Brier scores for s = 0.14 for the Markov method,
and the changes in Brier scores for the two other methods compared to for the
Markov method. Now the Brier scores are smallest for the non-Markov method,
and largest for the semi-Markov method.
Also for these data, it is clear that the semi-Markov method is not preferable.
The differences for the Markov method and the non-Markov method for s = 0.14,
may indicate that the Markov assumption is not fulfilled. 2
Cross-validation for the Brier score
In the Brier score (4.7), we use all individuals to estimate the state occupation
probability for individual i at time t. It is generally not a good idea to include
individual i in such an estimation. Instead of (4.7), an alternative is to use
leave-one-out cross-validation, and hence, for s = 0, consider
cvBSc12(t) =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
(
I(Xi(t) = 2)− P̂(−i)12 (0, t)
)2
wi(t), (4.9)
where P̂(−i)12 (0, t) is the transition probability estimated without individual i.
For each t value, n transition probabilities will have to be estimated, while the
Brier score (4.7) just require one estimated transition probability. This will be a
time consuming process, especially for those methods where fast software is not
available, as is the case for the semi-Markov method. Since we are not including
any covariates in our analysis, we do not expect each of the n individuals to
have a large impact on the estimated transition probabilities, and hence not on
the Brier score. We calculated the cross-validated Brier score (4.9) for some t
values for the CML data considered in Example 1, by using the Markov method.
The results, together with the Brier score (4.7) for these t values, are given in
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Table 4.4: Brier score and cross-validated Brier score for some chosen t values for the
Markov method. The data used are the CML data from Example 1.
t 1 3 5 7
BSc12(0,t) 0.089852 0.114759 0.123301 0.134425
cvBS12(0,t) 0.089852 0.114753 0.123290 0.134416
abs. diff < 10−6 6 · 10−6 1.1 · 10−5 9 · 10−6
Table 4.4. The differences for these t values are of size 10−5 or less, and this is
not much, relative to the Brier scores for the other methods. Hence it seems to
be ok to use the Brier score (4.7).
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Chapter 5
Comparison of the methods
We want to use simulation to compare the three transition probability methods
presented in chapters 2 and 3. For this purpose we will generate data with
known properties: Markov data, semi-Markov data and data that do not fulfill
any of these requirements. We will then use our three methods on each of the
data sets. We are considering transition probabilities from state 1, and because
P11(s, t) is estimated in the same way for the methods, we will only consider
estimation of P12(s, t) in this chapter.
When we have data from a known model we can compute the true transition
probabilities, and we will choose models that make these computations not too
hard. We may then compare the three different estimates with the true transition
probability, for some chosen t values. In Section 5.1 we will explain how to
generate data, and how we will compare our three methods. In Section 5.2 we
consider five different settings.
5.1 Setup for data generation and comparison
We may simulate a process by simulating potential times. For the illness-death
model we will hence simulate the potential times T12, T13 and T23. Further, we
will let the shortest time of T12 and T13 be the potential sojourn time in state 1,
and we have then decided if the process goes to state 2 or to state 3. If state 2 is
reached, T23 is the potential sojourn time in state 2. So far we haven’t included
any censoring. We will do this by introducing a censoring process independent
of the potential sojourn times. In this section we will show how data where the
Markov assumption is fulfilled, may be generated. Necessary changes for the
other settings will be mentioned when needed in Section 5.2.
Generating a Markov illness-death model
One method of generating data is to draw uniformly distributed numbers on
the interval [0, 1], and then form the data we want. We let Ti j be a potential
time spent in state i before transition to state j, with hazardαi j(t). The survival
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function is then expressed by
S(t) = P(Ti j > t) = e−
∫ t
0 αi j(u)du = e−Ai j(t).
We will set
S(Ti j) = e−Ai j(Ti j) = U ∼ uniform[0, 1].
Ti j is then obtained by the transformation Ti j = S−1(U):
e−Ai j(Ti j) = U
Ai j(Ti j) = − log U
→ Ti j = A−1i j (− log U). (5.1)
To summarize, we can generate Ti j by first generating U ∼ uni f orm[0, 1], and
then use the relation (5.1). We choose hazards for the three times of the Weibull
form
α12(u) = a12ub12 , α13(u) = a13ub13 and α23(u) = a23ub23 . (5.2)
For T12, the potential time spent in state 1 before transition to state 2, the calcula-
tion will now be
A12(T12) =
∫ T12
0
α12(u)du =
∫ T12
0
a12ub12 du =
a12
b12 + 1
Tb12+112 = − log U
→ T12 = (−(b12 + 1a12 log U))
1
b12+1 . (5.3)
Potential T13 is drawn in a similar way. For T23 we need to go the way through
the global time T3 when state 3 is reached, after first visiting state 2. That is∫ T3
T12
α23(u)du = A23(T3)− A23(T12) = − log U
A23(T3) = − log U + A23(T12)
a23
b23 + 1
Tb23+13 = − log U +
a23
b23 + 1
Tb23+112
Tb23+13 =
b23 + 1
a23
(
− log U + a23
b23 + 1
Tb23+112
)
T3 =
(
−b23 + 1
a23
log U + Tb23+112
) 1
b23+1
.
(5.4)
Potential time spent in state 2 is then T23 = T3 − T12. When the data are gener-
ated in this way, the process
X(t) =

1 if T12 > t and T13 > t,
2 if T12 ≤ T13, T12 ≤ t and T > t,
3 if T13 ≤ T12 and T13 ≤ t, or if T12 ≤ T13 and T ≤ t,
(5.5)
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is the Markov illness-death process defined in Section 2.5. See Appendix A.4 for
details.
Observed sojourn times
To simulate a simple censoring mechanism we will choose a uniform distribution,
meaning that individuals have the same probability to be censored at any time.
We will also choose a treshold value τ when the observation will be stopped.
This treshold value will be chosen such that about 20 % of the individuals are
left in state 1 at time τ . We let Ucens ∼ Uni f [0, a], where a ≥ τ , and the censoring
variable is then C = min(Ucens, τ).
The observed sojourn time in state 1 will now be T1 = min(T12, T13, C),
and we introduce the indicator δ = I(T1 = T12), for transition to state 2. If
δ = 1, state 2 is reached, and then the observed sojourn time in state 2 will
be T2 = min(T23, C − T1). We let T be the total time before the process is
reaching state 3 or is being censored. As an indicator for the time T to be a
noncensored lifetime we introduce η = I(T ≤ C). Table 5.1 shows an example
of data simulated in this way. For the first line, T1 = T12, since δ = 1. We also
have that η = 1, hence the total time T is a survival time. For the second line,
T1 = T12, while η = 0, and total time is 60. This is the treshold value τ , hence the
uncensored life time was originally greater than 60, but was censored at τ = 60.
For line 3, the process never leaves state 1, but is censored at 59.73. For line 4,
T1 = T13 and we have a direct transition to state 3. Since η = 1 we know that T1
is not a censoring time.
Comparison with the true transition probability
We will use our three methods to estimate P12(s, t). For comparison of the three
methods we will be interested in:
• bias = E
{
P̂12(s, t)
}
- P12(s, t),
• relative bias (%) = biasP12(s,t) ∗ 100,
• variance = V
(
P̂12(s, t)
)
,
Table 5.1: Example of simulated data.
T1 δ T2 T η
1 13.57 1 31.50 45.07 1
2 20.27 1 39.73 60.00 0
3 59.73 0 0.00 59.73 0
4 12.46 0 0.00 12.46 1
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• mean squared error (MSE) = E
{
(P̂12(s, t)− P12(s, t))2
}
= bias2 + variance.
The bias is giving us the expected error produced by the estimator. A small
bias is preferable, but it is also important to take the variance into account. It
is ok with some bias, if the variance is not too large. MSE incorporates bias
and variance. For comparison of estimators through MSE, one consider the
estimator with the smallest MSE value as the best one. To estimate the quantities
we will generate K data sets, each containing N ’individuals’. We then have the
estimators
• b̂ias = 1K ∑
K
k=1 P̂12,k(s, t)− P12(s, t),
• ̂variance = 1K−1 ∑Kk=1 (P̂12,k(s, t)− 1K ∑Kk=1 P̂12,k(s, t))2,
• M̂SE = 1K ∑
K
k=1
(
P̂12,k(s, t)− P12(s, t)
)2
,
where P̂12,k is the estimated transition probability for the kth generated data set.
For each data set we use the three transition probability methods to compute,
for a given s, estimates of P12(s, t) for a number of t values. We then estimate
the bias, standard deviation (
√
variance) and MSE for each t value, for each of
the methods.
To integrate the absolute bias, the variance and the MSE over t for each
method, gives summaries of how good the methods are compared to the others.
We are interested in estimates of∫ τ
s
|bias(t)|dt,
∫ τ
s
var(P̂12(s, t))dt and
∫ τ
s
MSE(P̂12(s, t))dt. (5.6)
We will estimate the integrals by sums, where ∆ is the constant distance between
succesive t values. Hence, we are evaluating the bias, MSE and variance for
each method at the t values: s, s + ∆, s + 2∆, · · · , τ . We are then adding the
contributions times ∆, which gives us the estimates:
∑τt=s|b̂ias(t)|∆, ∑τt=s ̂variance(P̂12(s, t))∆ and ∑τt=s M̂SE(P̂12(s, t))∆. For the in-
tegrated measures to be accurate, we should let ∆ be small. For the settings in
the next section, we have chosen ∆ = 0.2.
For the Markov method we have the standard deviation estimator (2.47). We
are interested in the expectation of this estimator;
E
{
σ̂P̂12(s,t)
}
, (5.7)
for comparison with the empirical standard deviation. To estimate (5.7), we use
1
K
K
∑
k=1
σ̂P̂12,k(s,t)
,
where σ̂P̂12,k(s,t) is the estimated standard deviation of P̂12(s, t) for the kth gen-
erated data set. We will also study the coverage probability of the standard
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confidence interval (2.48) for P12(s, t). The coverage probability will be estimated
by the proportion of the K confidence intervals that contain the true transition
probability P12(s, t). While mean in tables like Table 5.2 gives the mean of the K
transition probabilities estimated by the Markov method, and m.std in tables
like Table 5.4 gives the mean of the K standard deviations estimated by the
standard deviation estimator, we are now considering the proportion of these K
confidence intervals that contain P12(s, t).
5.2 Comparison of the methods on some data sets
In the previous section we described a way of simulating data, and presented
bias, variance/standard deviation and MSE as tools to compare our methods. An
overall picture of how good a method is compared to another one, is achived by
the integrated measures (5.6). We will now look at some different scenarios, and
will start by simulating Markovian data with constant hazards. Since the hazards
then are time independent, the data will also turn out to be semi-Markovian. In
the second setting we will let the hazards be functions of global time t, and hence
simulate Markov data. Further on, we will simulate semi-Markov data by letting
the hazards be functions of duration time d, before we generate some general
data (not fulfilling the Markov or semi-Markov properties) by introducing frailty
in the hazards (the term frailty will be explained in Section 5.2.4), and by looking
at one other case.
In all the simulations in this chapter we have chosen K = 1000 and N = 400.
The proportion censored is about 50%. For all the settings, we have chosen
the constants so that at τ = 60, we have P11(0, τ) ≈ 0.2. Further we have
chosen a12 = 2 · a13 and b12 = b13 = b23, such that 2/3 of the individuals will
have the potential transitions 1→ 2→ 3, while 1/3 potentially will go 1→ 3.
For each setting we are considering three s values. In addition to consider the
state occupation probabilities; s = 0, we are also interested in the transition
probabilities for individuals who are still in state 1 at later time points. We choose
to consider time points where the probability to be in state 1 is approximately
80% and 50%, that is P11(0, s) ≈ 0.8 and P11(0, s) ≈ 0.5. In some of our settings,
the individuals leave state 1 early, and we get two low s values in addition to
s = 0, while in other settings it is the other way around. For each setting, a table,
such as Table 5.2, is given. This table is giving us the relative bias, empirical
standard deviation and MSE for t = dse10, dse10 + 10, · · · , 60, where dse10 is s
rounded up to the nearest tenth. The bias with empirical standard deviation for
each method is showed in a figure, see Figure 5.1 as an example. This figure
only gives the bias for up to six t values. We have chosen fairly few t values to
be able to compare the three methods’ bias and standard deviation in one figure,
in a good way. As a supplement we have also included a figure showing bias for
every integer from s to τ , see Figure C.1 in Appendix C.
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5.2.1 Setting 1: Markov data with constant hazards
We will start by simulating Markovian data with constant hazards. We use the
Weibull hazards given in (5.2), and set the bi js equal to zero. The expression for
the true transition probability P12(s, t) is given by (2.41), and with our chosen
hazards we get
P12(s, t) =
∫ t
s
P11(s, u)α12(u)P22(u, t)du
=
∫ t
s
exp
(
− a12
b12 + 1
ub12+1 − a13
b13 + 1
ub13+1 +
a12
b12 + 1
sb12+1 +
a13
b13 + 1
sb13+1
)
× a12ub12 exp
(
− a23
b23 + 1
tb23+1 +
a23
b23 + 1
ub23+1
)
du. (5.8)
For this setting we will consider the s values s = 0, s = 8 and s = 23. The results
from using our three methods on the simulated data are given in Table 5.2, while
a visualization of bias and standard deviation is given in Figure 5.1. In Table 5.3
the integrated measures are given. R-script for this setting is given in Appendix
B.2.
For s = 0, all the methods are approximately unbiased, with relative biases
ranging from −0.58% to 0.35% among the t values we are considering. The
integrated absolute bias is smallest for the semi-Markov method and largest
for the Markov method, but the differences are small. The pointwise standard
deviations are smallest for the semi-Markov method. They are a little bit smaller
for the Markov method, than for the non-Markov method for some of the t
values, but the differences are of size 10−4. For all the t values considered,
the pointwise MSE is smallest for the semi-Markov method, which is natural
because the method gives the smallest standard deviations, and all the methods
are approximately unbiased. For the two other methods, the MSE values are
equal, or a bit lower for the Markov method. The integrated MSE values follow
the same ranking.
For s = 8, all the methods are still performing well. By looking at Figure
C.1, we see that the absolute bias for the semi-Markov method, is smaller than,
or approximately equal to, the absolute biases for the two other methods for
large parts of the interval [0, 60]. We find the same in the integrated absolute
bias; it is clearly smallest for the semi-Markov method, while it is largest for
the non-Markov method. The non-Markov method seems to be better in the
tails than the two other methods. Here we get relative bias of 0.19% for t = 10,
and 0.15% for t = 60 for the non-Markov method, and larger relative biases
for the two other methods. The pointwise standard deviations are smallest for
the semi-Markov method, but now we see that the standard deviations for the
Markov method, differ more from those for the non-Markov method, than for
s = 0. The standard deviations are largest for the non-Markov method. The
pointwise MSE values are smallest for the semi-Markov method, and largest
for the non-Markov method, and the integrated MSE values follow the same
ranking.
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Figure 5.1: The data are the Markovian data with constant hazards. The points are
showing the biases for the given t values, while the line segments are showing one
empirical standard deviation in each direction. The green points and lines are for the
Markov method, the red for the semi-Markov method and the blue for the non-Markov
method.
For s = 23, there is a clear tendency of some overestimation, while it was
underestimation for parts of the interval for the two other s values, but all the
methods are still giving approximately unbiased estimates. For the three largest
t values in Table 5.2, the semi-Markov method gives the smallest relative bias,
while the non-Markov method gives the smallest for t = 30. We see this same
picture for the integrated bias; it is smallest for the semi-Markov method, and
largest for the Markov method. The pointwise standard deviations are smallest
for the semi-Markov method, and largest for the non-Markov method. We see
that the standard deviations have increased compared to for s = 0 and s = 8.
Considering the integrated variance for the semi-Markov method, we see that
this measure has increased more compared to for s = 8, than is the case for the
Markov method. The pointwise MSE values are smallest for the semi-Markov
method, and largest for the non-Markov method.
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Table 5.3: Estimated integrated measures for the Markovian data with constant hazards.
Markov Semi-Markov Non-Markov
s = 0
Integrated abs. bias 0.0222 0.0215 0.0221
Integrated variance 0.0290 0.0250 0.0292
Integrated MSE 0.0290 0.0250 0.0292
s = 8
Integrated abs. bias 0.0286 0.0267 0.0354
Integrated variance 0.0286 0.0257 0.0331
Integrated MSE 0.0286 0.0257 0.0331
s = 23
Integrated abs. bias 0.0222 0.0186 0.0201
Integrated variance 0.0298 0.0280 0.0369
Integrated MSE 0.0298 0.0280 0.0369
In this setting we have seen that the semi-Markov method is a little bit better
than the Markov method. The non-Markov method makes it a little worse
than the two other mainly because of larger standard deviations. However, the
differences are small.
We continue by considering the standard deviations estimated by the Markov
standard deviation estimator (2.47). Table 5.4 gives the mean of the K estimated
standard deviations, which will be denoted method standard deviation (m.std),
in addition to the empirical standard deviation (e.std) and the relative differ-
ence (r.diff), for our six t values. For s = 0, there is a mixture of over- and
underestimation. For t = 20 the method standard deviation gives 0.0218, while
the empirical standard deviation is 0.0219. This is a relative difference of only
−0.33%. For t = 30 the method standard deviation gives 0.0234, while the
empirical standard deviation is 0.0229. The relative difference is here 2.17%.
And for t = 60, the method standard deviation gives 0.0246, while the empirical
standard deviation is 0.0254. This is a relative difference of −2.97%. As we see,
the differences are small, and we can say that the estimator performs well. Also
Table 5.4: Markov data with constant hazards: m.std gives the mean of the K stan-
dard deviations estimated by the Markov standard deviation estimator. e.std gives the
empirical standard deviation for the data. r.diff(%) = 100 · (m.std - e.std.)/e.std.
s = 0 s = 8 s = 23
t m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%)
10 0.0182 0.0186 -2.09 0.0108 0.0109 -0.69
20 0.0218 0.0219 -0.33 0.0212 0.0211 0.33
30 0.0234 0.0229 2.17 0.0243 0.0237 2.54 0.0236 0.0232 1.53
40 0.0242 0.0244 -0.78 0.0256 0.0259 -0.94 0.0295 0.0307 -3.88
50 0.0245 0.0248 -0.85 0.0264 0.0264 -0.02 0.0314 0.0313 0.41
60 0.0246 0.0254 -2.97 0.0268 0.0276 -2.79 0.0323 0.0329 -1.67
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Table 5.5: Estimated coverage probabilities for the Markov method. The data are the
Markovian data with constant hazards.
t s = 0 s = 8 s = 23
10 0.939 0.927
20 0.951 0.943
30 0.951 0.950 0.945
40 0.943 0.955 0.943
50 0.944 0.949 0.945
60 0.930 0.935 0.934
for s = 8 and s = 23, the estimator performs well. The relative differences vary
from −3.88% to 2.54%.
The coverage probabilities in Table 5.5 are all close to 0.95. For all the s, t
values we are considering, the coverage probabilities are between 0.927 and
0.955. The small deviations are mainly due to uncertainty in the simulations.
5.2.2 Setting 2: Markov data with nonconstant hazards
We will now consider Markovian data with nonconstant hazards. We use the
same setup as in setting 1, but now the bi js are not equal to zero. The expression
for the true transition probability P12(s, t) is hence already given in (5.8). The
data are no longer semi-Markovian. For this setting we are considering the s
values s = 0, s = 30 and s = 46. The results from using our three methods on
the simulated data are given in Table 5.6, while the visualization of bias and
standard deviation is given in Figure 5.2. Here we see that both the Markov and
the non-Markov method give biases around zero for all the s values. In Table 5.7
the integrated measures are given.
For s = 0, the results in Table 5.6 are virtually equal for the Markov and the
non-Markov method. Looking at the integrated measures, we see though, that
the Markov method gives a bit smaller biases and variances. The semi-Markov
method gives smaller pointwise standard deviations than for the two other
methods, but the biases are large. For t = 30, the relative bias is −16.16%, while
it, in contrast, is only 0.24% for the two other methods. Looking at Figure C.2,
we see that the method underestimates up to around t = 55, and overestimates
for larger t values. Although the standard deviations are small, the biases are
too large, for the method to compete with the two others.
For s = 30, it is alternating which of the Markov and the non-Markov
method that gives the smallest relative bias. Again, the integrated absolute bias
is smallest for the Markov method. Now the pointwise standard deviations
are smaller for the Markov method, than for the non-Markov method, but
they are still smallest for the semi-Markov method. The semi-Markov method
underestimates a bit up to t = 48. For larger t values, the bias is positive and
increases rapidly for increasing t values. We see this clearly in Figure C.2. For
t = 50, we see that, because of the small pointwise standard deviation, and the
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Figure 5.2: The data are the Markovian data with nonconstant hazards. The points
are showing the biases for the given t values, while the line segments are showing one
empirical standard deviation in each direction. The green points and lines are for the
Markov method, the red for the semi-Markov method and the blue for the non-Markov
method.
relatively small bias here, the pointwise MSE for the semi-Markov method is
smaller than for the two other methods. For t = 60, the picture is completely
different, hence we realize the importance of considering the estimator at lots
of points. The integrated MSE value is smallest for the Markov method, and
largest for the semi-Markov method. The standard deviations are a bit higher
than for s = 0.
For s = 46, the integrated bias is a bit smaller for the Markov method than
for the non-Markov method. Now, we have a case where the pointwise standard
deviations in Table 5.6, are smaller for the Markov method, than for the semi-
Markov method. Also the integrated variance is smaller for the Markov method,
than for the semi-Markov method. The non-Markov method gives the largest
standard deviations. The semi-Markov method gives a large bias. The method
is overestimating the true transition probabilities for all t values; for t = 60, the
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Table 5.7: Estimated integrated measures for the Markovian data with nonconstant
hazards.
Markov Semi-Markov Non-Markov
s = 0
Integrated abs. bias 0.0180 0.7228 0.0180
Integrated variance 0.0149 0.0115 0.0149
Integrated MSE 0.0148 0.0268 0.0149
s = 30
Integrated abs. bias 0.0169 0.2864 0.0172
Integrated variance 0.0114 0.0104 0.0125
Integrated MSE 0.0114 0.0169 0.0125
s = 46
Integrated abs. bias 0.0054 0.1965 0.0058
Integrated variance 0.0081 0.0086 0.0097
Integrated MSE 0.0081 0.0136 0.0097
relative bias is as large as 17.73%. This fact makes the method the worst, when
integrated MSE is considered as a measure of goodness. The Markov method
has the smallest integrated MSE value.
In this setting we have seen that the Markov method behaves good, and
better than the two other methods. The non-Markov method also performs
well, but it gives larger standard deviations than the Markov method. The
semi-Markov method has problems with over- and underestimation, depending
on the s and t value. For all the s values, the bias is rapidly increasing as t comes
close to τ .
Table 5.8 shows that the standard deviation estimator performs well. There
is a mixture of some over- and underestimation, but not much. The relative
difference is as high as −6.28% for the combination s = 0, t = 10, but the
true transition probability is here as small as 0.0046. We will then have few
observations for calculation of the standard deviation, and this is a clear source
of uncertainty.
Table 5.8: Markov data with nonconstant hazards: m.std gives the mean of the K
standard deviations estimated by the Markov standard deviation estimator. e.std gives
the empirical standard deviation for the data. r.diff(%) = 100 · (m.std - e.std.)/e.std.
s = 0 s = 30 s = 46
t m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%)
10 0.0031 0.0033 -6.28
20 0.0093 0.0092 1.33
30 0.0156 0.0160 -2.90
40 0.0202 0.0200 1.06 0.0185 0.0184 0.71
50 0.0223 0.0219 1.94 0.0228 0.0222 2.81 0.0216 0.0215 0.40
60 0.0220 0.0229 -3.96 0.0233 0.0241 -3.62 0.0278 0.0285 -2.34
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Table 5.9: Estimated coverage probabilities for the Markov method. The data are the
Markovian data with nonconstant hazards.
t s = 0 s = 30 s = 46
10 0.869
20 0.930
30 0.937
40 0.949 0.955
50 0.954 0.949 0.944
60 0.938 0.939 0.940
The coverage probabilities in Table 5.9 are, except for the combination s = 0
and t = 10, close to 0.95. For s = 0, t = 10 the coverage probability is 0.869.
Going back to Table 5.6, we see that the relative bias for the mean of the transition
probabilities was 2.50%, and in Table 5.8 we see that the relative difference of the
mean of the estimated standard deviations was −6.28%. The intervals are a bit
narrow, and they are located a bit too high, and this is resulting in this relatively
low coverage probability.
5.2.3 Setting 3: Semi-Markov data
For the Markov case in setting 2, the hazards are functions of global time t. Now,
we turn to a semi-Markov setting and let the hazards be functions of duration
time d. For the three state illness-death model, this change in time scale has only
an impact on the generation of T23, the potential sojourn time in state 2, if state
2 is reached. T12 and T13 can be found as before, see (5.3), and since the global
time when state 2 is reached, has no impact onα23(d), T23 can be found in the
same way as T12 and T13. We use the Weibull hazards given in (5.2). The true
transition probability is then given by
P12(s, t) =
∫ t
s
P11(s, u)α12(u)P22(0, t− u)du
=
∫ t
s
exp
(
− a12
b12 + 1
ub12+1 − a13
b13 + 1
ub13+1 +
a12
b12 + 1
sb12+1 +
a13
b13 + 1
sb13+1
)
× a12ub12 exp
(
− a23
b23 + 1
(t− u)b23+1
)
du.
For this setting we will consider the s values s = 0, s = 30 and s = 44. The
results from using our three methods on the simulated data are given in Table
5.10, while the visualization of bias and standard deviation is given in Figure
5.3. In Table 5.11 the integrated measures are given.
For s = 0, we see that all the methods give approximately unbiased estimates.
For each of the t values we are considering in Table 5.10, except for t = 60, the
relative biases for the different methods have the same sign. Hence, the methods
are following each other. The largest realtive bias we observe among our 18
values, is 1.54%. The integrated absolute bias is smallest for the semi-Markov
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Figure 5.3: The data are the semi-Markovian data. The points are showing the biases for
the given t values, while the line segments are showing one empirical standard deviation
in each direction. The green points and lines are for the Markov method, the red for the
semi-Markov method and the blue for the non-Markov method.
method, and largest for the non-Markov method. The semi-Markov method
gives the smallest pointwise standard deviations, while the non-Markov method
gives the largest, but the differences are small. Because of this, and the fact
that that the biases are small, the pointwise MSE values are smallest for the
semi-Markov method, and largest for the non-Markov method. We see the same
ranking for the integrated measures. The integrated variance and the integrated
MSE is smallest for the semi-Markov method and largest for the non-Markov
method.
For s = 30, the Markov method fails, by underestimating the true transition
probabilities. The relative bias comes up to −19.02% among our three t values.
We see that this refers approximately to the largest absolute bias for all t ≤ τ ,
by looking at Figure C.3. Both the semi-Markov method and the non-Markov
method perform well. We see that it is alternating which of the two methods
that give the smallest relative biases. Looking at the integrated measures, we
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Table 5.11: Estimated integrated measures for the semi-Markovian data.
Markov Semi-Markov Non-Markov
s = 0
Integrated abs. bias 0.0214 0.0172 0.0227
Integrated variance 0.0148 0.0122 0.0152
Integrated MSE 0.0148 0.0122 0.0152
s = 30
Integrated abs. bias 0.5506 0.0151 0.0219
Integrated variance 0.0147 0.0137 0.0168
Integrated MSE 0.0278 0.0137 0.0168
s = 44
Integrated abs. bias 0.6918 0.0097 0.0102
Integrated variance 0.0138 0.0153 0.0174
Integrated MSE 0.0546 0.0153 0.0174
see that the semi-Markov method has the smallest integrated absolute bias. The
semi-Markov method gives smaller pointwise standard deviations than the non-
Markov method. The pointwise standard deviations for the Markov method are
between those for the two other methods, except for t = 40, where the standard
deviation is smallest for the Markov method. The large biases for the Markov
method make the pointwise MSE values for this method larger than for the two
other methods. We find an exception for t = 60. Here the bias is not so large,
and the pointwise MSE value turns out to be lower than for the non-Markov
method. Considering the integrated MSE value we find that it is 0.0278 for the
Markov method, and 0.0168 for the non-Markov method.
For s = 44, the Markov method gives more biased estimates than for s = 30.
The relative bias is −23.32% for t = 60, and from Figure C.3 we see that the bias
is even larger for other t values, such as for t = 55. Both the semi-Markov and
the non-Markov method are still approximately unbiased, and there are small
differences; the integrated absolute biases are 0.0097 and 0.0102, respectively.
For the Markov method this value is as large as 0.6918. The standard deviations
are smaller for the semi-Markov method, than for the non-Markov method. But
the standard deviations are even smaller for the Markov method. The integrated
variances show the same ranking of the methods. Despite the small standard
deviations for the Markov method, the large biases make the method bad. Both
the pointwise MSE values and the integrated MSE are largest for the Markov
method, while they are smallest for the semi-Markov method.
In this setting, the semi-Markov method works very well. For s = 0, we are
looking at the state occupation probability, and then it may be shown that the
Markov method works well (Datta and Satten 2001). Through our simulation
in this setting, we see this to be true. For s > 0 the Markov method performs
badly. The non-Markov method is approximately unbiased, but it gives larger
standard deviations than the other methods.
In Table 5.12 we see that the standard deviation estimator (2.47) seems to
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Table 5.12: Semi-Markov data: m.std gives the mean of the K standard deviations
estimated by the Markov variance estimator. e.std gives the empirical standard deviation
for the data. r.diff(%) = 100 · (m.std - e.std.)/e.std.
s = 0 s = 30 s = 44
t m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%)
10 0.0033 0.0036 -8.43
20 0.0095 0.0099 -3.65
30 0.0153 0.0157 -3.01
40 0.0196 0.0196 -0.23 0.0194 0.0210 -7.83
50 0.0217 0.0218 -0.41 0.0241 0.0253 -4.60 0.0267 0.0289 -7.77
60 0.0211 0.0215 -1.84 0.0246 0.0254 -2.99 0.0316 0.0338 -6.36
work well for s = 0. The relative difference here, for t = 10, is −8.43%, but as in
setting 2, we have that the true transition probability is small, which is leading
to few observations for calculation of the standard deviations. For s = 30 the
method standard deviation seems to underestimate more than when the data
are Markovian as in the two previous settings. For t = 40 the relative difference
is −7.83%. As we see in Table 5.10, also the Markov method underestimates
the true transition probability quite heavily here. For s = 44 we get realtive
differences of −7.77% and −6.36% for t = 50 and t = 60, respectively. From
our results it is reason to believe that the standard deviation estimator does not
work that well for s > 0.
For s = 0, the coverage probabilities in Table 5.13 are quite close to 0.95,
except for t = 10. For this t value we have a similar case as for s = 0, t = 10
in setting 2. The confidence intervals are generally too narrow (m.std = 0.0033,
while e.std = 0.0036), but now they are, in contrast to for setting 2, located in
the right place (rb = 0.94 %), . For s = 30 the coverage probabilities are far from
0.95 (not that much for t = 60). For t = 40, the coverage probability is only
0.620. For this case, we have in Table 5.10 that the Markov method is clearly
underestimating the true transition probability, and in Table 5.12 we see that the
standard deviation estimator underestimates the standard deviation. The main
reason for the low coverage probability is the biasedness of the Markov method.
For s = 44, t = 60 the large underestimation of the Markov method (relative
Table 5.13: Estimated coverage probabilities for the Markov method. The data are the
semi-Markovian data.
t s = 0 s = 30 s = 44
10 0.878
20 0.924
30 0.938
40 0.944 0.620
50 0.947 0.820 0.698
60 0.935 0.913 0.471
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bias of −23.2%) results in a coverage probability of only 0.471.
5.2.4 Setting 4: Frailty non-Markov data
Individuals differ, and some are for instance more likely to get a specific disease
than others. The reason for this is not always clear, and we denote them as more
frail. Frailty is an unobserved heterogeneity, and each individual has its own
frailty. To generate data with this property we will use the simple proportional
frailty model:
αi j(t | Θ) = Θ ·αi j(t). (5.9)
This model, (5.9), says that the individual hazard rate is the product of an
individual quantity Θ describing the frailty, and a basic rate αi j(t). For each
individual, we use the same frailty for all the states. Data generated from this
model will be non-Markovian. Now not only the current state, but also the
individual frailty Θ matter for future transitions.
We let the basic hazard rates be as in (5.2). Before we generate T12, T13 and T23,
we generate values of Θ; one for each individual. We choose Θ ∼ Gam( 1δ f ,
1
δ f
)
since this choice makes the computations of expectations below, quite easy. For
a given θ we then have
A12(T12 | θ) =
∫ T12
0
α12(u | θ)du =
∫ T12
0
a12θub12 du =
a12
b12 + 1
θTb12+112 = − log U
→ T12 = (−(b12 + 1a12θ log U))
1
b12+1 ,
and similar for T13, while we use (5.4) for T23, but now the hazard is as in (5.9).
We set the bi js to zero, and the transition probability will then be
P12(s, t) = P
(
X(t) = 2 | X(s) = 1)
=
P
(
X(s) = 1, X(t) = 2
)
P
(
X(s) = 1
)
=
E
{
I(X(s) = 1, X(t) = 2)
}
E
{
I(X(s) = 1)
}
=
EE
{
I(X(s) = 1, X(t) = 2) | Θ}
EE
{
I(X(s) = 1) | Θ}
=
E{P11(0, s | Θ)P12(s, t | Θ)}
E{P11(0, s | Θ)} (5.10)
=
E
{
a12
a12+a13−a23
(
e−((a12+a13−a23)s+a23t)Θ − e−(a12+a13)tΘ
)}
E
{
e−(a12+a13)sΘ
} . (5.11)
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See Appendix A.5 for the omitted calculations between (5.10) and (5.11). To
calculate the expectations, we make use of the Laplace transform
L(c) = E(e−cΘ) (5.12)
When Θ ∼ Gam( 1δ f ,
1
δ f
), giving us that E(Θ) = 1 and Var(Θ) = δ f , the Laplace
transform (5.12) takes the simple form
L(c) = E
{
exp(−cΘ)} = ∫ ∞
0
exp(−cθ) (1/δ f )
1/δ f
Γ(1/δ f )
θ1/δ f−1 exp
(
− θ
δ f
)
dθ
=
(1/δ f )
1/δ f
Γ(1/δ f )
∫ ∞
0
θ1/δ f−1 exp
−θ(δ f c + 1
δ f
) dθ
=
(
1
δ f
)1/δ f (
δ f
δ f c + 1
)1/δ f
= (1 + δ f c)
−1/δ f .
The fourth equality follows since we are integrating a gamma density over its
entire domain. The numerator of (5.10) is now
E
{
P11(0, s | Θ)P12(s, t | Θ)
}
=
a12
a12 + a13 − a23
(
E
{
e−((a12+a13−a23)s+a23t)Θ
}
− E
{
e−(a12+a13)tΘ
})
=
a12
a12 + a13 − a23
(
L((a12 + a13 − a23)s + a23t)− L((a12 + a13)t)
)
=
a12
a12 + a13 − a23
(
{1 + δ f ((a12 + a13 − a23)s + a23t)}−1/δ f−
{1 + δ f (a12 + a13)t}−1/δ f
)
,
while the denominator is
E
{
P11(0, s | Θ)
}
= E
{
e−(a12+a13)sΘ
}
= L((a12 + a13)s)
= {1 + δ f (a12 + a13)s}−1/δ f .
We will consider two cases. One where the frailty variance is δ f = 0.5, and
one where δ f = 1.5. In setting 1, we have the case where the frailty is one for
every individual.
For the δ f = 0.5 case, we consider the s values s = 0, s = 6 and s = 20. The
results from using our three methods on the simulated data are given in Table
5.14, while the visualization of bias and standard deviation is given in Figure
5.4. In Table 5.15 the integrated measures are given.
For s = 0, both the Markov method and the non-Markov method are good.
The differences in biases are small, but we see in Table 5.14, that for the four t val-
ues from t = 30 and upward, the relative bias is a bit lower for the non-Markov
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Figure 5.4: The data are the frailty data with δ f = 0.5. The points are showing the
biases for the given t values, while the line segments are showing one empirical standard
deviation in each direction. The green points and lines are for the Markov method, the
red for the semi-Markov method and the blue for the non-Markov method.
method. We find this for the integrated absolute bias as well. This integrated
value is a bit lower for the non-Markov method, than for the Markov method.
The semi-Markov method overestimates up to t = 40, and underestimates for
larger t values. The integrated absolute bias is more than 10 times as large as for
the two other methods. The pointwise standard deviations are smallest for the
semi-Markov method, and largest for the non-Markov method, but the standard
deviations for the Markov method are approximately as for the non-Markov
method. The integrated variances follow the same ranking. Because of the small
standard deviations, the pointwise MSE values for the semi-Markov method
compete with the MSE values for the two other methods, and the integrated
MSE is actually smallest for the semi-Markov method.
For s = 6, the Markov method underestimates the true probabilities a bit, for
all the t values we are considering in Table 5.14, while the non-Markov method
overestimates them. The semi-Markov method seems to work well for low t
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Table 5.15: Estimated integrated measures for the frailty data with δ f = 0.5.
Markov Semi-Markov Non-Markov
s = 0
Integrated abs. bias 0.0298 0.3638 0.0269
Integrated variance 0.0286 0.0244 0.0287
Integrated MSE 0.0286 0.0273 0.0287
s = 6
Integrated abs. bias 0.0307 0.3120 0.0449
Integrated variance 0.0300 0.0251 0.0355
Integrated MSE 0.0300 0.0287 0.0355
s = 20
Integrated abs. bias 0.0659 0.4988 0.0242
Integrated variance 0.0309 0.0255 0.0397
Integrated MSE 0.0310 0.0352 0.0397
values, but for t > 30 the method underestimates the true probabilities. For these
t values, the absolute bias increases linearly for increasing t. The integrated bias
is smallest for the Markov method, and largest for the semi-Markov method. The
pointwise standard deviations are smallest for the semi-Markov method, and
largest for the non-Markov method. The integrated variances follow the same
ranking. For the two largest t values, the biases for the semi-Markov method
are large enough for the pointwise MSE values to be larger for the semi-Markov
method, than for the Markov method. But for the integrated MSE, this value is,
again, smallest for the semi-Markov method, and largest for the non-Markov
method.
For s = 20, the Markov and the non-Markov methods behave approximately
as for s = 6. But now the Markov method underestimates a bit more, while
the relative biases have decreased for the non-Markov method. Also the semi-
Markov method is underestimating for all t values. For t = 60, the relative
bias for this method is −13.76%, while it is −1.54% and 0.27% for the Markov
method and the the non-Markov method, respectively, at this t value. Inte-
Table 5.16: Frailty data with δ f = 0.5: m.std gives the mean of the K standard
deviations estimated by the Markov variance estimator. e.std gives the empirical standard
deviation for the data. r.diff(%) = 100 · (m.std - e.std.)/e.std.
s = 0 s = 6 s = 20
t m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%)
10 0.0190 0.0188 1.06 0.0153 0.0154 -0.64
20 0.0216 0.0220 -1.83 0.0217 0.0219 -1.09
30 0.0226 0.0238 -5.21 0.0237 0.0249 -4.90 0.0251 0.0259 -3.16
40 0.0230 0.0238 -3.06 0.0248 0.0256 -2.95 0.0289 0.0288 0.35
50 0.0233 0.0237 -1.64 0.0256 0.0261 -1.78 0.0308 0.0313 -1.70
60 0.0235 0.0243 -3.37 0.0262 0.0273 -3.98 0.0322 0.0336 -4.18
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Table 5.17: Estimated coverage probabilities for the Markov method. The data are the
frailty data with δ f = 0.5.
t s = 0 s = 6 s = 20
10 0.946 0.944
20 0.945 0.949
30 0.930 0.923 0.928
40 0.943 0.940 0.939
50 0.946 0.948 0.943
60 0.936 0.933 0.926
grated absolute bias is smallest for the non-Markov method, and largest for the
semi-Markov method. The semi-Markov method gives the smallest pointwise
standard deviations, and the non-Markov method the largest. The integrated
variances follow the same ranking. Integrated MSE is now smallest for the
Markov method, and largest for the non-Markov method. Hence we see that the
bias for the semi-Markov method is now too large, for this method to be the best
one.
For δ f = 0.5 we have seen that both the Markov method, and the semi-
Markov method, is better than the non-Markov method for all the s values,
when integrated MSE is considered for comparison. Thus the two methods
perform quite well. Further, we have seen that the clearly biased semi-Markov
method gives larger pointwise MSE values than the Markov method when the
biases are large enough compared to the standard deviations.
In Table 5.16 we consider the goodness of the Markov standard deviation
estimator. For s = 0 the relative difference for t = 30 is −5.21%, but there does
not seem to be a systematic underestimation of this magnitude for the other t
values. Hence this could be a result of uncertainty in the simulations. Also for
s = 6 and s = 20, the relative differences are at an acceptable level. Hence it
seems like the standard deviation estimator works quite well for all the s values.
The coverage probabilities in Table 5.17 are all quite close to 0.95.
For the δ f = 1.5 case, we consider the s values s = 0, s = 2 and s = 10.
The results from using our three methods on the simulated data are given in
Table 5.18, while the visualization of bias and standard deviation is given in
Figure 5.5. In Table 5.19 the integrated measures are given. For s = 0, we see
that the Markov and the non-Markov methods are approximately unbiased. The
semi-Markov method is overestimating up to about t = 40, and underestimates
for larger t values. The integrated absolute bias is 0.0263 for the Markov method,
and 0.0266 for the non-Markov method, while it is as large as 0.7294 for the semi-
Markov method. The pointwise standard deviations in Table 5.18 are smallest
for the semi-Markov method, except for t = 60, where it is smallest for the
Markov method. The non-Markov method gives the largest pointwise standard
deviations. The integrated variance is smallest for the semi-Markov method, and
largest for the non-Markov method. Regarding the pointwise MSE values, they
are approximately equal for the Markov method and the non-Markov method,
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Figure 5.5: The data are the frailty data with δ f = 1.5. The points are showing the
biases for the given t values, while the line segments are showing one empirical standard
deviation in each direction. The green points and lines are for the Markov method, the
red for the semi-Markov method and the blue for the non-Markov method.
and these are smaller than for the semi-Markov method. For t = 40 we find
an exception. Here the bias for the semi-Markov method is small, compared to
for the other t values, and the small standard deviation contributes to a small
pointwise MSE value. The integrated MSE value is smallest for the Markov
method and largest for the semi-Markov method. The value for the non-Markov
method, is close to the value for the Markov method.
For s = 2, the Markov method clearly underestimates the true transition
probabilities, but the semi-Markov method is more biased. The semi-Markov
method overestimates a bit for small t values, before it underestimates heavily.
For t = 60 the relative bias is −5.65% for the Markov method, while it for the
same t value is−17.48% for the semi-Markov method. The non-Markov method
is approximately unbiased. The pointwise standard deviations are smallest
for the semi-Markov method, and largest for the non-Markov method. The
integrated variances follow the same ranking. For the three first t values in Table
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Table 5.19: Estimated integrated measures for the frailty data with δ f = 1.5.
Markov Semi-Markov Non-Markov
s = 0
Integrated abs. bias 0.0263 0.7294 0.0266
Integrated variance 0.0328 0.0301 0.0332
Integrated MSE 0.0328 0.0417 0.0332
s = 2
Integrated abs. bias 0.6203 0.8726 0.0248
Integrated variance 0.0352 0.0318 0.0395
Integrated MSE 0.0428 0.0555 0.0395
s = 10
Integrated abs. bias 0.9710 1.8448 0.0462
Integrated variance 0.0418 0.0356 0.0539
Integrated MSE 0.0665 0.1342 0.0539
5.18, the pointwise MSE values are smallest for the semi-Markov method, due
to the small standard deviations. For the three last t values, the non-Markov
method gives the smallest MSE values. The integrated MSE value is smallest for
the non-Markov method, and largest for the semi-Markov method. Compared
to how the semi-Markov method behaves overall, the Markov method is not
that bad.
For s = 10, we see in Figure 5.5 that the Markov method and the semi-
Markov methods perform worse than for s = 2. For the Markov method, the
realtive bias is now−12.47% for t = 60, while it is−28.51% for the semi-Markov
method. The non-Markov method still performs well. The integrated absolute
bias is only 0.0462 for the non-Markov method, while it is 0.9710 for the Markov
method, and nearly twice that value for the semi-Markov method. The standard
deviations are smallest for the semi-Markov method, and largest for the non-
Markov method for the t values we are considering. The integrated variances
follow the same ranking. The pointwise MSE values for the Markov method
remain quite low, but they are larger than for the non-Markov method, except
Table 5.20: Frailty data with δ f = 1.5: m.std gives the mean of the K standard
deviations estimated by the Markov variance estimator. e.std gives the empirical standard
deviation for the data. r.diff(%) = 100 · (m.std - e.std.)/e.std.
s = 0 s = 2 s = 10
t m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%)
10 0.0222 0.0225 -1.32 0.0221 0.0229 -3.42
20 0.0233 0.0240 -3.05 0.0239 0.0250 -4.41 0.0258 0.0273 -5.48
30 0.0237 0.0244 -3.18 0.0246 0.0257 -4.21 0.0285 0.0296 -3.81
40 0.0239 0.0240 -0.27 0.0250 0.0252 -0.85 0.0295 0.0300 -1.46
50 0.0242 0.0244 -0.86 0.0255 0.0260 -1.68 0.0305 0.0316 -3.46
60 0.0245 0.0252 -2.79 0.0260 0.0270 -3.62 0.0313 0.0332 -5.70
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Table 5.21: Estimated coverage probabilities for the Markov method. The data are the
frailty data with δ f = 1.5.
t s = 0 s = 2 s = 10
10 0.942 0.929
20 0.932 0.894 0.908
30 0.940 0.906 0.873
40 0.946 0.898 0.838
50 0.938 0.900 0.797
60 0.945 0.890 0.762
for small t values. The integrated MSE is smallest for the non-Markov method.
This measure has the value 0.0539, while it is 0.0664 for the Markov method.
We see that the small standard deviations for the Markov method makes the
method not that bad compared to the non-Markov method. The integrated MSE
value for the semi-Markov method is about twice that for the Markov method.
For δ f = 1.5 we have seen that both the Markov method, and the semi-
Markov method, is clearly biased. The exception is the Markov method for state
occupation probabilities. The biases for these two methods are large enough
for the non-Markov method to be the best method, when integrated MSE is
considered for comparison.
In Table 5.20 we see that the Markov standard deviation estimator seems to
work well for s = 0. There is some underestimation, but the relative differences
are not larger than −3.18% for the t values we are considering. For s = 2, the
underestimation seems to be larger than for s = 0, but it is still not that large.
For s = 10, we get relative differences of −5.48% and −5.70%, for t = 20 and
t = 60, respectively. Also for the other t values the standard deviation estimator
underestimates. We see that for s > 0, the standard deviation estimator seems to
work less good for δ f = 1.5, than for δ f = 0.5.
For s = 0 the coverage probabilities in Table 5.21 are a bit lower than 0.95,
but still quite close; they vary from 0.932 to 0.946. For s = 2, we see that the
biasedness of the Markov method makes the coverage probabilities stay around
0.9. Also for s = 10 the coverage probabilities are small due to biasedness of the
Markov method. For t = 60, only 762 of the 1000 standard confidence intervals
include P12(10, 60).
5.2.5 Setting 5: Non-Markov Meira data
We can also draw the potential times directly. We follow Meira-Machado et
al. (2006), hence the data will be denoted the Meira data, and say that T12 ∼
exp(λ12), T13 ∼ exp(λ13) and T23 = 1.7× T12. The data do not fulfill the Markov
or the semi-Markov assumptions. The true transition probability is now given
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by
P12(s, t) = P(T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13, T12 + T23 > t | Z > s)
= P(T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13, T12 > t/2.7 | min(T12, T13) > s)
=
P(T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13, T12 > t/2.7, T12 > s, T13 > s)
P(min(T12, T13))
=
P(s < T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13, T12 > t/2.7)
P(min(T12, T13))
(5.13)
=
λ12
λ12 + λ13

(
1− e−(λ12+λ13)(t−s)
)
if t2.70 < s
e(λ12+λ13)s
(
e−(λ12+λ13)t/2.7 − e−(λ12+λ13)t
)
if t2.70 ≥ s,
where the omitted calculations are given in Appendix A.6.
For this setting we will consider the s values s = 0, s = 8 and s = 25. The
results from using our three methods on the simulated data are given in Table
5.22, while the visualization of bias and standard deviation is given in Figure
5.6. In Table 5.23 the integrated measures are given.
For s = 0, both the Markov method and the non-Markov method perform
well, and the results in Table 5.22 are approximately equal. Considering just
these two methods, the largest relative bias among our six t values, is 1.07%. For
the two first t values, the relative biases are a bit larger for the Markov method,
than for the non-Markov method, while it is the other way around for the other
four t values. Overall, the integrated bias is smallest for the Markov method.
The pointwise standard deviations are a bit smaller for the Markov method, than
for the non-Markov method, hence the pointwise MSE values are approximately
equal, or a bit lower for the Markov method. The semi-Markov method is very
biased, and we see clearly in Figure C.6 how the bias evolves for increasing t
values. The method overestimates for t values up to 40, and underestimates
for t > 40. For t = 10, the relative bias is as large as 49.16%. For the three first
t values in Table 5.22, the pointwise standard deviations for the semi-Markov
method are approximately as for the two other methods, or a bit smaller, while
they are larger for the three other t values. The integrated variance is largest for
the semi-Markov method. The Markov method gives the smallest integrated
MSE value, and the semi-Markov method, definitively, the largest.
For s = 8, also the Markov method fails. We see in Figure C.6 that the
method underestimates the transition probabilities for all t values. For t = 20,
the absolute bias is approximately at it largest, and here the relative bias is
−22.80%. In terms of bias, the semi-Markov method is, compared to the Markov
method, better for small t values (up to t = 40), and worse for large t values.
The non-Markov method is almost unbiased. The integrated bias is smallest
for the non-Markov method, and largest for the semi-Markov method. The
pointwise standard deviations are largest for the non-Markov method. For
the two other methods, it is changing with the value of t, which method that
gives the smallest standard deviation. Overall, the semi-Markov method gives
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Figure 5.6: The data are the non-Markovian Meira data. The points are showing the
biases for the given t values, while the line segments are showing one empirical standard
deviation in each direction. The green points and lines are for the Markov method, the
red for the semi-Markov method and the blue for the non-Markov method.
the smallest integrated variance, and the non-Markov method the largest. The
integrated MSE value is smallest for the non-Markov method, and largest for
the semi-Markov method.
For s = 25, both the Markov and semi-Markov method are clearly under-
estimating the transition probabilities. The relative bias at t = 60, is −29.82%
for the Markov method, and −41.41% for the semi-Markov method. For the
non-Markov method, the relative bias is only −0.43% at this t value. This
method is approximately unbiased for all the t values. Regarding the pointwise
standard deviations, the semi-Markov method gives the smallest, while the
non-Markov method gives the largest. Because of the large biases, the pointwise
MSE values are much smaller for the non-Markov method than for the two
other methods, except for t = 30. The Markov method performs better than the
semi-Markov method from about t > 40. The integrated MSE value is smallest
for the non-Markov method, and largest for the semi-Markov method.
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Table 5.23: Estimated integrated measures for the non-Markovian Meira data.
Markov Semi-Markov Non-Markov
s = 0
Integrated abs. bias 0.0373 2.5949 0.0392
Integrated variance 0.0245 0.0270 0.0249
Integrated MSE 0.0245 0.1640 0.0249
s = 8
Integrated abs. bias 1.5478 2.0978 0.0378
Integrated variance 0.0302 0.0288 0.0330
Integrated MSE 0.0836 0.1706 0.0330
s = 25
Integrated abs. bias 1.7602 2.1378 0.0210
Integrated variance 0.0312 0.0267 0.0361
Integrated MSE 0.1686 0.2471 0.0361
In this setting we have seen that the Markov method, and the non-Markov
method, works well for s = 0. For the two other s values, only the non-Markov
method works well. Because of smaller bias, the Markov method works better
than the semi-Markov method.
In Table 5.24, we see that the standard deviation estimator works well for
the three lowest t values for s = 0. Here we have relative differences between
−0.43% and 0.46%. Also for the other t values the relative differences are at
acceptable levels. For s = 8, the relative differences from t = 20 onwards, are
between −5.85% and −9.38% for the t values we are considering. For s = 25,
the relative differences from t = 40 onwards, are between −8.35% and −12.16.
Hence, the standard deviation estimator does not seem to work that well for
s > 0.
For s = 0, the coverage probabilities in Table 5.25 are quite close to 0.95. For
s = 8 and s = 25 they are much lower, mainly due to heavily biasedness of the
Markov method. For s = 25, t = 60 the estimated coverage probability is only
0.072.
Table 5.24: Non-Markovian Meira data: m.std gives the mean of the K standard
deviations estimated by the Markov variance estimator. e.std gives the empirical standard
deviation for the data. r.diff(%) = 100 · (m.std - e.std.)/e.std.
s = 0 s = 8 s = 25
t m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%) m.std e.std r.diff(%)
10 0.0148 0.0148 -0.43 0.0098 0.0100 -1.40
20 0.0187 0.0186 0.46 0.0191 0.0211 -9.38
30 0.0208 0.0209 -0.32 0.0226 0.0243 -6.97 0.0194 0.0204 -4.66
40 0.0221 0.0229 -3.82 0.0245 0.0265 -7.29 0.0277 0.0302 -8.35
50 0.0229 0.0237 -3.32 0.0258 0.0274 -5.85 0.0307 0.0337 -8.91
60 0.0234 0.0245 -4.47 0.0266 0.0285 -6.60 0.0323 0.0368 -12.16
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Table 5.25: Estimated coverage probabilities for the Markov method. The data are the
non-Markovian Meira data.
t s = 0 s = 8 s = 25
10 0.940 0.914
20 0.950 0.403
30 0.943 0.542 0.899
40 0.938 0.702 0.717
50 0.940 0.791 0.337
60 0.935 0.826 0.072
5.3 Summary of the simulation results
The Markov method
For all the cases we have been considering, the Markov method performs well
for s = 0. Hence the Markov method is good on estimating state occupation
probabilities. This is in agreement with the result of Datta and Satten (2001).
The method is quite robust. In setting 4, we saw that the method tolerate
small deviations from the Markov assumption. When the frailty variance δ f
was 0.5, all the pointwise MSE values were smaller (or equal) for the Markov
method, than for the non-Markov method, for all the s values considered. When
the deviations are larger, such as when δ f = 1.5, we see that the Markov method
performs worse than the non-Markov method, but the difference is not that
large.
For s > 0, our results show that the method is bad in handling non-Markovian
data, but not that bad for setting 4 mentioned above. In all the cases where the
Markov assumption was not fulfilled, that is, setting 3-5, the method underesti-
mates the true 1→ 2 transition probabilities to a greater or lesser extent.
The semi-Markov method
For all the settings where the semi-Markov assumption is not fulfilled, the
method gives clearly biased estimates. For our settings, it was the case that
when transitions to state 2 happened quite early, the semi-Markov method
overestimated the true transition probabilities up to some t value, for then to
underestimate for larger t values. We see this in Figure C.4, Figure C.5 and
Figure C.6 in Appendix C. When transitions happened later, such as in setting 2,
we had the opposite case, visualized in Figure C.2.
For most of the cases we have been considering, the semi-Markov method
gives smaller standard deviations than the two other methods. But when the
bias is large, this does not help much. For the Markovian data with constant
hazards (setting 1), this method performs better than the others, mainly because
of smaller standard deviations, but also the biases are generally lower for this
method. In these data, also the semi-Markov assumption is fulfilled. The semi-
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Markov method gives smaller variation than the Markov method here. We
find the reason for this in the calculation of P̂∗22(0, v) (3.1) and P̂22(u, t) (2.43).
P̂∗22(0, v) uses all the individuals that enter state 2, while P̂22(u, t) only uses those
who are in state 2 in the time interval (u, t].
The method does not seem to be that robust to small changes/deviations
from the semi-Markov assumption. In setting 4 we use the same basis as in
setting 1, but now an individual frailty is included. The frailty has expectation
one, and we considered the two cases with frailty variance δ f = 0.5 and δ f = 1.5.
Already for δ f = 0.5, the method has problems with biasedness. The integrated
MSE value is smallest for this method for s = 0 and s = 6, because of small
standard deviations, but for s = 20, the integrated MSE value is larger for
the semi-Markov method than for the Markov method. For this s value, the
integrated MSE value for the semi-Markov method is smaller than for the non-
Markov method, hence we see that the bias is not that large. For δ f = 1.5, the
semi-Markov method clearly performs worse than the two other methods.
When the data are semi-Markovian, and the Markov assumption is not
fulfilled (setting 3), this method beats the two other in MSE value. The semi-
Markov method is only preferable in cases where there is a great reason to
believe that the semi-Markov assumption is fulfilled.
The non-Markov method
In all our cases, the non-Markov method produces approximately unbiased
estimates. The disadvantage is that the method gives larger standard deviations
than the two other methods. For s = 0, the standard deviations are quite close to
those for the Markov method, but for larger s values, the standard deviations for
this method are clearly larger than for the two other methods. The MSE values
are then useful to check the goodness of the non-Markov method compared
to the two other methods. For the frailty data with δ f = 0.5, the MSE values
are smaller for the Markov method than for the non-Markov method. For the
other non-Markovian cases, that is for setting 3 and 5, and the frailty data with
δ f = 1.5, the MSE values are generally smaller for the non-Markov method than
for the two other methods, for s > 0. To summarize, we see that the non-Markov
method is preferable, over the Markov method, in cases where the Markov
assumption is strongly violated.
The Markov standard deviation estimator
When the Markov assumption is fulfilled, the standard deviation estimator (2.47)
works well. It overestimates a bit in some cases, and underestimates in other,
due to uncertainty in the simulations. For the non-Markovian settings (setting
3-5), we have seen that the estimator works quite well for s = 0. In setting 4,
where we considered the frailty data, it seems that the estimator is following the
same degree of robustness as the Markov method for the estimated transition
probabilities. The estimator works quite well for all s values when the frailty
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variance δ f = 0.5 is used, while there is some more underestimation when
δ f = 1.5 is used. For setting 5, the estimator really fails for s > 0. Also for the
semi-Markovian data the estimator does not work that well for s > 0.
The coverage probabilities
When the Markov assumption is fulfilled, both the Markov method (the Aalen-
Johansen estimator) and the Markov standard deviation estimator perform well.
As a consequence of this, the coverage probabilities of the confidence intervals
should be close to 0.95, when we are using a confidence level of 95%. (We
remember that P̂12(s, t) is approximately normally distributed in large samples.)
We see this to be true in our settings where the Markov assumption is fulfilled.
The coverage probabilities are also close to 0.95 in the non-Markovian settings,
when s = 0. When s > 0 and the data are non-Markovian, the coverage
probabilities are smaller than 0.95. Then, both the Markov method and the
Markov standard deviation estimator underestimate the true quantities. The
extremely low coverage probabilities for some of the cases is a result of the fact
that the Markov method produces heavily biased estimates.
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Chapter 6
Concluding remarks
The main aim of the thesis has been to study how the Markov method performs
in cases where the Markov assumption is not fulfilled. At the same time, we were
also interested in how the two other methods, and especially the semi-Markov
method, behave in various cases. Since the non-Markov method does not build
on any assumptions, we assumed this method to work quite well for all the cases.
Chapter 2 and 3 presented the methods, and the methods were here applied
on the CML data. Further on, we studied the Brier score, and gave one more
data example, where the platelet data were used. In Chapter 5 we finally did a
comparison of the methods through simulations.
6.1 Discussion and conclusion
We have seen that the Aalen-Johansen estimator (the Markov method) works
well for state occupation probabilities, even in situations where the Markov
condition is strongly violated, as was the case in setting 5, Chapter 5. This is in
accordance with the results of Datta and Satten (2001). Our results in Chapter
5 regarding the standard deviation estimator (2.47), show that this estimator
works well for state occupation probabilities for non-Markovian data. This result
was not known to us in advance. Also the confidence intervals are ok for s = 0.
For 1→ 2 transition probabilities from time points later than the initial time
(s > 0), the Aalen-Johansen estimator underestimates the probabilities, and
performs worse the more the Markov condition is violated. For s > 0, also the
standard deviation estimator does not perform well for non-Markovian data.
Also for this estimator, the performance is worse the more the Markov condition
is violated.
For real data we have seen how the Brier score can be used to find the method
that fits the data best. For our two examples, we saw that the semi-Markov
method seemed to overestimate the probabilities for small t values, and under-
estimate for larger. This is in accordance with the over- and underestimation
we found in Chapter 5 when the semi-Markov method was used in settings
where the semi-Markov assumption was not fulfilled, and 1→ 2 transitions hap-
pened quite early. Based on this analysis we should say that the semi-Markov
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method should only be used in situations where the Brier score is smallest for
this method, for large parts of the interval we are considering. For both the data
sets, the estimates calculated by the non-Markov method and by the Markov
method, are close together for s = 0; the differences in Brier scores are of order
10−5. This is in agreement with the Datta and Satten (2001) result. For the CML
data, the Markov method is the best method choice, at least for the s values
we are considering. For the platelet data, it seems that the Markov condition
is violated. For these data, the Markov method could be used for state occu-
pation probabilities, but calculation of transition probabilities for s > 0 should
be handled with care. For s close to 0, that means when there are still quite
many individuals left in state 1, the Markov method performs well, but when s
increases, the non-Markov method seems to be a better choice. We will come
back to this below.
The drawback of the non-Markov method is the larger uncertainty in the
estimates, than for the two other methods. The positive element is that the
method produces approximately unbiased estimates in all our settings in Chapter
5. As we saw in setting 4, in the case where δ f = 0.5, the large standard deviation
of the non-Markov method, made the Markov method a better method. This
points in the direction that the Markov method could be used for the platelet
data, also for s > 0.
For our two data examples we saw that the confidence intervals estimated by
the Markov method were more narrow, than the bootstrap confidence intervals
for the non-Markov method. This is in accordance with what we have seen
through the simulations in Chapter 5. The standard deviation estimator for the
Markov method has a tendency to underestimate the variation, and there is also
more variation related to the non-Markov estimator.
6.2 Further work and challenges
We will mention some moments that would be interesting to study further:
• In this thesis, we have been considering the progressive illness-death
model, as given in Figure 2.3. This is a irreversible model, hence it could be
interesting, also to consider a reversible three state model. The extension
would then be that a 2 → 1 transition is possible. When the states are
as in Figure 2.3; healthy, diseased and dead, we could then include the
possibility to be cured of the disease. It is also of interest to include more
states in the model. This is no problem for the Markov method, cf. Section
2.4.1, but for the non-Markov method, estimators for extended models are
not available.
• We have not included any covariates in our study. For many cases in
medicine, factors such as age, sex, lifestyle, use of drugs and size of tumor
(for cancer patients), have a major impact on the transition probabilities.
For the Markov method there is no problem to include fixed covariates
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xi for each individual, i, by using Cox regression to estimate the cumu-
lative transition intensities. The non-Markov method does not have the
possibility to include covariates.
• For the semi-Markov method, we could have made bootstrap confidence
intervals for our two data examples. This is not difficult, but time consum-
ing, due to the lack of software for this method.
• For the confidence intervals (2.48)-(2.50) in Chapter 5, it is of interest to
figure out if one of these intervals is preferable. For the survival function
S(t), it may be shown that the log-minus-log interval (2.22) is better than
the standard interval (2.21) for small samples, (Borgan and Liestøl 1990). A
better interval means that the sampling distribution of log(− log(Ŝ(t))) is
closer to the normal distribution, than is the case for the sampling distribu-
tion of Ŝ(t). For the cumulative hazard function A(t), the log interval (2.16)
is better than the standard interval (2.15). P12(s, t) looks quite similar as
A(t) in the beginning. However, when t increases, A(t) may take on values
larger than 1, while that is not possible for the transition probability. For
our simulations, we considered all the intervals (2.48) - (2.50) for estimation
of coverage probabilities, but none of the intervals seemed to be better than
the the others, hence only the coverage probabilities based on the standard
CI is included. It could be interesting to see how the confidence intervals
works when N, the number of individuals in each data set, is smaller.
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Appendix A
Some calculations
A.1 The expression for P12(s, t) in Section 2.5
In (2.41) we give an expression for P12(s, t) in the illness-death model. This
expression is the solution of the differential equation (2.40). Here we show how
to solve the equation.
∂
∂t
P12(s, t) = α12(t)P11(s, t)−α23(t)P12(s, t)
∂
∂t
P12(s, t) +α23(t)P12(s, t) = α12(t)P11(s, t)
∂
∂t
P12(s, t) exp
(∫ t
s
α23(u)du
)
+α23(t)P12(s, t) exp
(∫ t
s
α23(u)du
)
=
α12(t)P11(s, t) exp
(∫ t
s
α23(u)du
)
Recognizing the left-hand side as a partial derivative we have
∂
∂t
[
P12(s, t) exp
(∫ t
s
α23(u)du
)]
= α12(t)P11(s, t) exp
(∫ t
s
α23(u)du
)
,
and hence
P12(s, t) exp
(∫ t
s
α23(u)du
)
=
∫ t
s
α12(u)P11(s, u) exp
(∫ u
s
α23(v)dv
)
du,
P12(s, t) = exp
(
−
∫ t
s
α23(u)du
) ∫ t
s
α12(u)P11(s, u) exp
(∫ u
s
α23(v)dv
)
du
=
∫ t
s
P11(s, u)α12(u) exp
(
−
∫ t
u
α23(v)dv
)
du
=
∫ t
s
P11(s, u)α12(u)P22(u, t)du.
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A.2 Estimated variance of P̂12(s, t) in Section 2.5
The full expression of (2.46) is
V̂ar(P̂12(s, t)) = ∑
s<Tj≤t
P̂12(s, Tj)2[P̂12(Tj, t)− P̂22(Tj, t)]2∆σ̂221(Tj)
+ ∑
s<Tj≤t
P̂13(s, Tj)2[P̂12(Tj, t)− P̂32(Tj, t)]2∆σ̂231(Tj)
+ ∑
s<Tj≤t
P̂11(s, Tj)2[P̂22(Tj, t)− P̂12(Tj, t)]2∆σ̂212(Tj)
+ ∑
s<Tj≤t
P̂13(s, Tj)2[P̂22(Tj, t)− P̂32(Tj, t)]2∆σ̂232(Tj)
+ ∑
s<Tj≤t
P̂11(s, Tj)2[P̂32(Tj, t)− P̂12(Tj, t)]2∆σ̂213(Tj)
+ ∑
s<Tj≤t
P̂12(s, Tj)2[P̂32(Tj, t)− P̂22(Tj, t)]2∆σ̂223(Tj).
Since N21(t), N31(t), N32(t) are zero for all t, those terms involving σ̂221(Tj),
σ̂231(Tj), σ̂
2
32(Tj) are zero. Also P̂32(Tj, t) = 0.
A.3 The expectation of the Brier score in Section 4.1
The expectation of the Brier score (4.7) is given by
E{BSc1h(s, t)} = E{(I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t))2wi(t | s) | X˜i(s) = 1}
= E
{
(I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t))2 I(s < T˜i ≤ t, X˜i(t) 6= 0)G(T˜i | s)
∣∣∣∣∣X˜i(s) = 1
}
+ E
{
(I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t))2 I(T˜i > t)G(t | s)
∣∣∣∣∣X˜i(s) = 1
}
= Part I+ Part II,
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Part I :
E
{(
I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t)
)2 I(s < T˜i ≤ t, X˜i(t) 6= 0)
G(T˜i | s)
∣∣∣∣∣X˜i(s) = 1
}
=E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t)
)2 I(s < Ti ≤ t)I(Ci ≥ Ti > s)
G(Ti | s)
∣∣∣∣∣Xi(s) = 1, Ci > s
}
=E
E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t)
)2 I(s < Ti ≤ t)I(Ci > Ti > s)
G(Ti | s)
∣∣∣∣∣Ti, Xi(s) = 1, Ci > s
}
=E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t)
)2 I(s < Ti ≤ t)
G(Ti | s) E
{
I(Ci > Ti) | Ti, Ci > s
}∣∣∣∣∣Xi(s) = 1
}
=E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t)
)2 I(s < Ti ≤ t)∣∣∣Xi(s) = 1} ,
Part II :
E
{(
I(X˜i(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t)
)2 I(T˜i > t)
G(t | s)
∣∣∣∣∣X˜i(s) = 1
}
=E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t)
)2 I(Ti > t)I(Ci > t)
G(t | s)
∣∣∣∣∣Xi(s) = 1, Ci > s
}
=E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t)
)2 I(Ti > t)∣∣∣Xi(s) = 1} E{I(Ci > t | Ci > s)}G(t | s)
=E
{(
I(Xi(t) = h)− Π1h(s, t)
)2 I(Ti > t)∣∣∣Xi(s) = 1} .
Hence
E{BSc1h(s, t)} = E{BS1h(s, t)}.
A.4 A check of the simulation procedure in Section
5.1
We generate T12, T13 and T3 = T12 + T23 as described in section 5.1. Note that
we generate T3 such that, given T12, the survival function of T3 is
P(T3 > t | T12) = e−
∫ t
T12
α23(u)du,
for t > T12. This means that, given T12, the survival function of T23 is
P(T23 > t | T12) = e−
∫ t
0 α23(v+T12)dv,
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for t > 0. As in section 3.2, we set Z = min(T12, T13). Then we have
P(Z > t) = P(T12 > t)P(T13 > t)
= exp
{
−
∫ t
0
α12(u)du
}
exp
{
−
∫ t
0
α13(u)du
}
= exp
{
−
∫ t
0
α12(u) +α13(u)du
}
.
By (3.3) we have
P11(s, t) =
P(Z > t)
P(Z > s)
= exp
{
−
∫ t
s
α12(u) +α13(u)du
}
. (A.1)
Further, by (3.4) we have
P12(s, t) =
P(s < T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13, T12 + T23 > t)
P(Z > s)
. (A.2)
The numerator of (A.2) is now
P(s < T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13, T12 + T23 > t)
=
∫ t
s
f12(u)P(T13 ≥ u)P(T23 > t− u)du
=
∫ t
s
(
α12(u)e−
∫ u
0 α12(v)dv
)
e−
∫ u
0 α13(v)dve−
∫ t−u
0 α23(v+u)dvdu
=
∫ t
s
α12(u)e−
∫ u
0 α12(v)+α13(v)dve−
∫ t
uα23(v)dvdu.
Hence we get
P12(s, t) =
∫ t
s α12(u)e
− ∫ u0 α12(v)+α13(v)dve− ∫ tuα23(v)dvdu
e−
∫ s
0 α12(v)+α13(v)dv
=
∫ t
s
e−
∫ u
s α12(v)+α13(v)dvα12(u)e−
∫ t
uα23(v)dvdu. (A.3)
By (3.5) we have
P22(s, t) =
P(T12 + T23 > t, T12 ≤ s, T12 ≤ T13)
P(T12 + T23 > s, T12 ≤ s, T12 ≤ T13) . (A.4)
The numerator of (A.4) is now
P(T12 + T23 > t, T12 ≤ s, T12 ≤ T13)
=
∫ s
0
P(T23 > t− u) f12(u)P(T13 ≥ u)du
=
∫ s
0
e−
∫ t−u
0 α23(v+u)dv
(
α12(u)e−
∫ u
0 α12(v)dv
)
e−
∫ u
0 α13(v)dvdu
=
∫ s
0
e−
∫ u
0 α12(v)+α13(v)dvα12(u)e−
∫ t
uα23(v)dvdu
= e−
∫ t
s α23(v)dv
∫ s
0
e−
∫ u
0 α12(v)+α13(v)dvα12(u)e−
∫ s
u α23(v)dvdu,
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and the denominator
P(T12 + T23 > s, T12 ≤ s, T12 ≤ T13)
=
∫ s
0
P(T23 > s− u) f12(u)P(T13 ≥ u)du
=
∫ s
0
e−
∫ s−u
0 α23(v+u)dvα12(u)e−
∫ u
0 α12(v)dve−
∫ u
0 α13(v)dv
=
∫ s
0
e−
∫ u
0 α12(v)+α13(v)dvα12(u)e−
∫ s
u α23(v)dvdu.
Hence
P22(s, t) = exp
{
−
∫ t
s
α23(v)dv
}
. (A.5)
We see that (A.1), (A.3), (A.5) gives us the right probabilities, cf. (2.38), (2.41),
(2.39), respectively.
A.5 Setting 4: Frailty non-Markov data in Section
5.2
The probabilities involved in (5.10) are expressed by:
P11(0, s | θ) = exp
(
−
∫ s
0
(α12(u | θ) +α13(u | θ))du
)
= exp
(−(a12 + a13)sθ) ,
P12(s, t | θ) =
∫ t
s
P11(s, u | θ)α12(u | θ)P22(u, t | θ)du
=
∫ t
s
(
e−(a12+a13)(u−s)θ
)
a12θ
(
e−a23(t−u)θ
)
du
= a12θe(a12+a13)sθe−a23tθ
∫ t
s
e−(a12+a13−a23)uθdu
= a12e(a12+a13)sθe−a23tθ
[
1
−(a12 + a13 − a23) e
−(a12+a13−a23)uθ
]t
s
=
a12
a12 + a13 − a23 e
(a12+a13)sθe−a23tθ
[
e−(a12+a13−a23)sθ − e−(a12+a13−a23)tθ
]
.
The product is then
P11(0, s | θ)P12(s, t | θ) = a12a12 + a13 − a23 e
−a23tθ
[
e−(a12+a13−a23)sθ − e−(a12+a13−a23)tθ
]
=
a12
a12 + a13 − a23
[
e−((a12+a13−a23)s+a23t)θ − e−(a12+a13)tθ
]
.
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A.6 Setting 5: Non-Markov data in Section 5.2
The denominator of (5.13) is
P(min(T12, T13) > s) = P(T12 > s, T13 > s)
= P(T12 > s)P(T13 > s)
=
∫ ∞
s
1
λ12
e−λ12t12 dt12
∫ ∞
s
1
λ13
e−λ13t12 dt13
= e−λ12se−λ13s = e−(λ12+λ13)s.
If t2.7 < s, the numerator of (5.13) is:
P(s < T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13, T12 > t/2.7)
= P(s < T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13)
=
∫ t
s
∫ ∞
t12
f (t12, t13)dt13dt12
=
∫ t
s
∫ ∞
t12
λ12λ13e−λ12t12 e−λ13t13 dt13dt12
= λ12
∫ t
s
e−λ12t12
[
−e−λ13t13
]∞
t12
dt12
= λ12
∫ t
s
e−(λ12+λ13)t12 dt12
=
λ12
λ12 + λ13
[
−e−(λ12+λ13)t12
]t
s
=
λ12
λ12 + λ13
(
e−(λ12+λ13)s − e−(λ12+λ13)t
)
.
Hence
P12(s, t) =
1
e−(λ12+λ13)s)
λ12
λ12 + λ13
(
e−(λ12+λ13)s − e−(λ12+λ13)t
)
=
λ12
λ12 + λ13
(
1− e−(λ12+λ13)(t−s)
)
.
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If t2.7 ≥ s, the numerator of (5.13) is:
P(s < T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13, T12 > t/2.7)
= P
(
t
2.7
< T12 ≤ t, T12 ≤ T13
)
=
∫ t
t/2.7
∫ ∞
t12
f (t12, t13)dt13dt12
=
∫ t
t/2.7
∫ ∞
t12
λ12λ13e−λ12t12 e−λ13t13 dt13dt12
= λ12
∫ t
t/2.7
e−λ12t12
[
−e−λ13t13
]∞
t12
dt12
= λ12
∫ t
t/2.7
e−(λ12+λ13)t12 dt12
=
λ12
λ12 + λ13
[
−e−(λ12+λ13)t12
]t
t/2.7
=
λ12
λ12 + λ13
(
e−(λ12+λ13)t/2.7 − e−(λ12+λ13)t
)
.
Hence
P12(s, t) =
1
e−(λ12+λ13)s
λ12
λ12 + λ13
(
e−(λ12+λ13)t/2.7 − e−(λ12+λ13)t
)
=
λ12
λ12 + λ13
e(λ12+λ13)s
(
e−(λ12+λ13)t/2.7 − e−(λ12+λ13)t
)
.
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Appendix B
R-scripts
In this appendix, the most relevant parts of the R-scripts used in the thesis
are included. In B.1, script for estimation of the transition probabilities and
calculation of the Brier scores in Example 1 is given. In B.2, script for the
simulation study when the data are Markovian (setting 1, Chapter 5), is included.
B.1 Estimation of transition probabilities and calcu-
lation of Brier scores
l ib ra ry ( mstate )
l ib ra ry ( p 3 s t a t e .msm)
l ib ra ry ( "TPmsm" )
data ( ebmt1 )
# Preparat ion of the data :
ebmt1data = matrix ( 0 , 1 9 7 7 , 5 )
ebmt1data [ , 1 ] = ebmt1$ r e l / 365 .25
ebmt1data [ , 2 ] = ebmt1$ r e l s t a t
ebmt1data [ , 3 ] = ( ebmt1$ srv − ebmt1$ r e l ) / 365 .25
ebmt1data [ , 4 ] = ebmt1data [ , 1 ] + ebmt1data [ , 3 ]
ebmt1data [ , 5 ] = ebmt1$ s r v s t a t
ebmt1dataframe = data . frame ( ebmt1data )
colnames ( ebmt1dataframe ) = c ( " t imes1 " , " d e l t a " , " t imes2 " ,
" time " , " s t a t u s " )
# The code f o r the semi−Markov t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s
# and f o r the B r i e r score requi re the data to be a
# p 3 s t a t e o b j e c t :
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ebmt1p3stateobj = p 3 s t a t e ( ebmt1dataframe )
mydata = ebmt1p3stateobj $ d a t a f r
# Preparat ion f o r use of the TPmsm package :
ebmt1_ tp_prep1 = as . vector ( ebmt1data [ , 1 ] )
ebmt1_ tp_prep2 = as . vector ( ebmt1data [ , 2 ] )
ebmt1_ tp_prep3 = as . vector ( ebmt1data [ , 4 ] )
ebmt1_ tp_prep4 = as . vector ( ebmt1data [ , 5 ] )
cens = rep ( 1 ,dim ( ebmt1 ) [ 1 ] )
for ( e in 1 : (dim ( ebmt1 ) [ 1 ] ) )
{
i f ( ( ebmt1_ tp_prep3 [ e]−ebmt1_ tp_prep1 [ e ] ) == 0 &
ebmt1_ tp_prep4 [ e ] == 0)
{ cens [ e ] = 0}
}
f i t T P = survTP ( ebmt1_ tp_prep1 , cens , ebmt1_ tp_prep3 ,
ebmt1_ tp_prep4 )
tmat=transMat ( l i s t ( c ( 2 , 3 ) , c ( 3 ) , c ( ) ) ,
names=c ( " t ransplanted " , " r e l a p s e " , " dead " ) )
ebmt1long=msprep ( time=c (NA, " t imes1 " , " time " ) ,
s ta tus=c (NA, " d e l t a " , " s t a t u s " ) ,
data=ebmt1dataframe , t r a n s =tmat )
# cumulative t r a n s i t i o n i n t e n s i t i e s
cox . ebmt1=coxph ( Surv ( T s t a r t , Tstop , s ta tus )~ s t r a t a ( t r a n s ) ,
data=ebmt1long , method=" breslow " )
haz . ebmt1=msf i t ( cox . ebmt1 , t r a n s =tmat )
# Set s value :
s = 0
# All the Markov t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s and
# est imated std are contained in :
pt = probtrans ( haz . ebmt1 , predt=s )
# All the non−Markov t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s
# and boots t rap CI are contained in :
pnon = transKMW( f i tTP , s , 3088 / 3 6 5 . 2 5 , conf=TRUE,
conf . l e v e l =0 .95 , n . boot =1000)
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# Consider only those i n d i v i d u a l s who are s t i l l in s t a t e 1
# a t time s :
mydataS = mydata [which ( mydata$ t imes1 > s ) , ]
# The t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s :
# Markov P11 :
t imes1 = pt [ [ 1 ] ] $time
markov11prob = pt [ [ 1 ] ] $ p s t a t e 1
markov11se = pt [ [ 1 ] ] $ se1
markov11 = cbind ( times1 , markov11prob )
# Semi−markov P11 ( c a l c u l a t e s the same as f o r Markov ) :
times1semi = mydataS$ t imes1
d11 = as . numeric ( ( mydataS$d e l t a == 1) |
( mydataS$d e l t a == 0 & mydataS$ s ta tus == 1 ) )
f i t s e m i 1 1 = s u r v f i t ( Surv ( times1semi , d11 )~1)
semi11prob = f i t s e m i 1 1 $ surv
semi11 = cbind ( c ( s , unique ( times1semi ) ) , c ( 1 , semi11prob ) )
# Non−Markov P11 :
pnontime = pnon$time
pnon11 = pnon$ e s t [ , 1 ]
pnonCIlower = pnon$ i n f [ , 1 ]
pnonCIupper = pnon$sup [ , 1 ]
nonmarkov11 = cbind ( pnontime , pnon11 )
# Markov P12 :
t imes12 = pt [ [ 1 ] ] $time
markov12prob = pt [ [ 1 ] ] $ p s t a t e 2
markov12se = pt [ [ 1 ] ] $ se2
markov12 = cbind ( times12 , markov12prob )
# Semi−Markov P12 :
d12 = as . numeric ( mydataS$d e l t a == 1)
f i t s e m i 1 2 = s u r v f i t ( Surv ( times1semi , d12 )~1 , type=" f l " )
Ahat = c (0 ,− log ( f i t s e m i 1 2 $ surv ) )
NAa = di f f ( Ahat )
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t imes2 = mydata$ t imes2 [−1]
sor ted _ t imes_ in _2 = so r t (unique ( t imes2 ) )
ddd = as . numeric ( ( mydata$d e l t a [−1] == 1) &
( mydata$ s ta tus [−1] == 1 ) )
f i t 2 3 = s u r v f i t ( Surv ( times2 , ddd )~1)
semi22 = f i t 2 3 $ surv
m1 = length ( f i t s e m i 1 1 $time )
m2 = length ( f i t 2 3 $time )
newtime = rep (NA,m1*m2)
i =0
for ( j in 1 :m1)
for ( l in 1 :m2)
{
i = i +1
newtime [ i ] = f i t s e m i 1 1 $time [ j ]+ f i t 2 3 $time [ l ]
}
newtime1 = newtime [ newtime <= max ( f i t s e m i 1 1 $time ) ]
newtime2 = so r t (unique ( newtime1 ) )
semi12prob = rep (NA, length ( newtime2 ) )
j =1
for ( t in newtime2 )
{
t imes = f i t s e m i 1 1 $time [ f i t s e m i 1 1 $time <= t ]
z = t − t imes
p = rep ( 0 , length ( z ) )
i = 1
for ( e in z )
{
p [ i ] = semi22 [max (which ( sor ted _ t imes_ in _2 <= e ) ) ]
i = i +1
}
semi12prob [ j ] = sum( c ( 1 , semi11prob [ f i t s e m i 1 1 $time <= t ]
[− length ( semi11prob [ f i t s e m i 1 1 $time<= t ] ) ] ) *
NAa[ f i t s e m i 1 1 $time <= t ] *p )
j = j +1
}
semi12 = cbind ( c ( s , newtime2 ) , c ( 0 , semi12prob ) )
# Non−Markov P12 :
pnontime = pnon$time
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pnon12 = pnon$ e s t [ , 2 ]
pnon12CIlower = pnon$ i n f [ , 2 ]
pnon12CIupper = pnon$sup [ , 2 ]
nonmarkov12 = cbind ( pnontime , pnon12 )
# #######################################################
# All t imes where there could be changes in the
# p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r one or more of the methods :
change_ in _prob_ t imes =
so r t (unique ( c ( markov12 [ , 1 ] , semi12 [ , 1 ] , nonmarkov12 [ , 1 ] ) ) )
i n t e r e s t i n g _ t imes =
change_ in _prob_ t imes [ change_ in _prob_ t imes <= 7]
# #######################################################
# B r i e r score :
# Construct ing G:
I = mydata$ s ta tus
I [ 1 ] = 1
f i t 1 1 = s u r v f i t ( Surv ( mydata$time ,1− I )~1)
G = cbind ( f i t 1 1 $time , f i t 1 1 $ surv )
# G at time s :
gs = G[max (which ( f i t 1 1 $time <= s ) ) , 2 ]
# Order the data a f t e r t o t a l time , to avoid
# problems in the weights in the B r i e r score :
mydataS_ordered = mydataS [ order ( mydataS$time ) , ]
i =1
g = rep ( 0 ,dim ( mydataS_ordered ) [ 1 ] )
for ( t in mydataS_ordered$time )
{
g [ i ] = G[max (which ( f i t 1 1 $time <= t ) ) , 2 ] / gs
i = i +1
}
# Number in s t a t e 1 a t time s :
mydataminus1 = mydata [−1 ,]
mydataS_ included_ s = mydataminus1 [which ( mydataminus1$
t imes1 >= s ) , ]
number = dim ( mydataS_ included_ s ) [ 1 ]
# #######################################################
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# P12 f o r the three methods , to be put in the
# algorithm below , one at a time :
prob12 = markov12 [max (which ( markov12 [ , 1 ] <= t ) ) , 2 ]
prob12 = semi12 [max (which ( semi12 [ , 1 ] <= t ) ) , 2 ]
prob12 = nonmarkov12 [max (which ( nonmarkov12 [ , 1 ] <= t ) ) , 2 ]
# #######################################################
j = 1
B r i e r = rep (NA, length ( i n t e r e s t i n g _ t imes ) )
for ( t in i n t e r e s t i n g _ t imes )
{
prob12 = markov12 [max (which ( markov12 [ , 1 ] <= t ) ) , 2 ]
X <− as . numeric ( mydataS_ordered$ t imes1 <= t ) *
as . numeric ( mydataS_ordered$time > t )
gt = G[max (which ( f i t 1 1 $time <= t ) ) , 2 ] / gs
ind_with_max_time = which ( mydataS_ordered$time ==
max ( mydataS_ordered$time ) )
iwmax = ind_with_max_time
weight_ f i r s t p a r t = as . numeric ( mydataS_ordered$time
<= t )[−iwmax ] *mydataS_ordered$ s ta tus [−iwmax ] / g[−iwmax ]
weight = rep ( 0 , ( length (X ) ) )
weight [ 1 : length ( weight_ f i r s t p a r t ) ] = weight_ f i r s t p a r t
weight = weight +( as . numeric ( mydataS_ordered$time > t ) /
( gt * rep ( 1 , length (X ) ) ) )
B r i e r [ j ] = (1 /number ) *sum ( ( X−(prob12 *
rep ( 1 , length (X ) ) ) ) ^ 2 *weight )
j = j +1
}
# #######################################################
# I n t e g r a t e d B r i e r score :
di f f _ t v a l u e s = di f f ( i n t e r e s t i n g _ t imes )
IBriermarkov = sum( B r i e r [− length ( B r i e r ) ] *
d i f f _ t v a l u e s ) / (max ( i n t e r e s t i n g _ t imes ) )
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B.2 Simulation study: Markovian data (setting 1)
l ib ra ry ( p 3 s t a t e .msm)
l ib ra ry ( mstate )
l ib ra ry ( "TPmsm" )
require ( matlab )
K = 1000 ; N = 4 0 0 ; s = 0
tau = 6 0 ; a = 160
a12 = 0 . 0 2 ; a13 = 0 . 0 1 ; a23 = 0 .025
b12 = 0 ; b13 = 0 ; b23 = 0
se t . seed ( 2 3 7 9 8 5 )
seed . vector = sample ( 1 : 9 9 9 9 9 9 , 1 0 0 0 )
markov12 = matrix ( 0 , 6 , ( 2 *K)+ 7)
nonmarkov12 = matrix ( 0 , 6 ,K+6)
semimarkov12 = matrix ( 0 , 6 ,K+6)
for ( k in 1 :K)
{
se t . seed ( seed . vector [ k ] )
# S t a r t by generat ing data :
U12 = runif (N, 0 , 1 )
U13 = runif (N, 0 , 1 )
V23 = runif (N, 0 , 1 )
T12 = (− (( b12 +1) / a12 ) * log ( U12 ) ) ^ ( 1 / ( b12 + 1) )
T13 = (− (( b13 +1) / a13 ) * log ( U13 ) ) ^ ( 1 / ( b13 + 1) )
U = runif (N, 0 , a )
C = rep ( 0 ,N)
for ( e in 1 :N)
{
C[ e ] = min ( tau ,U[ e ] )
}
T1 = rep ( 0 ,N)
d e l t a = rep ( 0 ,N)
for ( e in 1 :N)
{
T1 [ e ] = min ( T12 [ e ] , T13 [ e ] ,C[ e ] )
i f ( T1 [ e ] == T12 [ e ] )
{ d e l t a [ e ] = 1 }
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}
MT23 = rep ( 0 ,N)
for ( e in 1 :N)
{
MT23[ e ] = (−(b23 +1) / a23 * log ( V23 [ e ] ) +
T1 [ e ] ^ ( b23 +1) )^ (1 / ( b23 + 1) )
}
MT23status = (MT23−T1 ) * d e l t a
T2 = rep ( 0 ,N)
for ( e in 1 :N)
{
i f (C[ e ] >= T1 [ e ] & T1 [ e ] ! = T13 [ e ] )
{ T2 [ e ] = min ( MT23status [ e ] , C[ e]−T1 [ e ] ) }
e lse
{ T2 [ e ] = 0}
}
time = rep ( 0 ,N)
for ( e in 1 :N)
{
time [ e ] = min (C[ e ] , T1 [ e ]+T2 [ e ] )
}
s ta tus = rep ( 0 ,N)
for ( e in 1 :N)
{
i f (min ( T12 [ e ] , T13 [ e ] ,C[ e ] ) == T12 [ e ] )
{
i f ( T1 [ e ] + MT23status [ e ] <= C[ e ] )
{ s ta tus [ e ] = 1}
}
i f (min ( T12 [ e ] , T13 [ e ] ,C[ e ] ) == T13 [ e ] )
{ s ta tus [ e ] = 1}
}
# Generated data :
dataMarkov = matrix ( 0 ,N, 5 )
dataMarkov [ , 1 ] = T1
dataMarkov [ , 2 ] = d e l t a
dataMarkov [ , 3 ] = T2
dataMarkov [ , 4 ] = time
dataMarkov [ , 5 ] = s ta tus
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# Ca l c u l a te the t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r
# the chosen t values :
markovdataframe = data . frame ( dataMarkov )
colnames ( markovdataframe ) = c ( " t imes1 " , " d e l t a " , " t imes2 " ,
" time " , " s t a t u s " )
ob j = p 3 s t a t e ( markovdataframe )
mydata = obj $ d a t a f r
newd1 = as . vector ( T1 )
newd2 = as . vector ( d e l t a )
newd3 = as . vector ( time )
newd4 = as . vector ( s ta tus )
cens = rep ( 1 ,N)
for ( e in 1 :N)
{
i f ( ( newd3 [ e]−newd1 [ e ] ) == 0 & newd4 [ e ] == 0)
{ cens [ e ] = 0}
}
survtp = survTP ( newd1 , cens , newd3 , newd4 )
tmat2 = transMat ( x = l i s t ( c ( 2 , 3 ) , c ( 3 ) , c ( ) ) ,
names = c ( " Tr " , " Pr " , " RelDeath " ) )
msbmt2 = msprep ( time = c (NA, " t imes1 " , " time " ) ,
s ta tus = c (NA, " d e l t a " , " s t a t u s " ) ,
data = markovdataframe , t r a n s = tmat2 )
cox . ebmt1=coxph ( Surv ( T s t a r t , Tstop , s ta tus )~
s t r a t a ( t r a n s ) , data=msbmt2 , method=" breslow " )
haz . ebmt1=msf i t ( cox . ebmt1 , t r a n s =tmat2 )
pt = probtrans ( haz . ebmt1 , predt = s )
# Semi−Markov P12 :
t i d 1 = mydata$ t imes1 [ mydata$ t imes1 > s ]
dd = as . numeric ( ( mydata$d e l t a == 1) |
( mydata$d e l t a == 0 & mydata$ s ta tus == 1 ) )
[ mydata$ t imes1 > s ]
f i t = s u r v f i t ( Surv ( t id1 , dd )~1)
p11 = f i t $ surv
d = as . numeric ( mydata$d e l t a == 1 ) [ mydata$ t imes1 > s ]
f i t 1 2 = s u r v f i t ( Surv ( t id1 , d )~1 , type=" f l " )
Ahat = c (0 ,− log ( f i t 1 2 $ surv ) )
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NAa = di f f ( Ahat )
t i d 2 = mydata$ t imes2
ddd = as . numeric ( ( mydata$d e l t a == 1) &
( mydata$ s ta tus == 1 ) )
f i t 2 3 = s u r v f i t ( Surv ( t id2 , ddd )~1)
p22 = f i t 2 3 $ surv
m = so r t (unique ( t i d 2 ) )
i = 1
for ( t in seq ( 1 0 , 6 0 , 1 0 ) )
{
i f ( t <= s )
{ semimarkov12 [ i , k ] = 0}
e lse
{
t i = f i t $time [ f i t $time <= t ]
z = t − t i
p = rep ( 0 , length ( z ) )
j = 1
for ( e in z )
{
p [ j ] = p22 [max (which (m <= e ) ) ]
j = j + 1
}
i f (min ( f i t $time ) > t )
{ semimarkov12 [ i , k ] = 0}
e lse
{ semimarkov12 [ i , k ] = sum( c ( 1 , p11 [ f i t $time <= t ]
[− length ( p11 [ f i t $time<= t ] ) ] ) *NAa[ f i t $time <= t ] *p ) }
}
i = i + 1
}
# Markov and non−Markov P12 :
i = 1
for ( t in seq ( 1 0 , 6 0 , 1 0 ) )
{
i f ( t <= s )
{
markov12 [ i , k ] = 0
markov12 [ i , ( K+k ) ] = 0
nonmarkov12 [ i , k ] = 0
}
e lse
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{
num = max (which ( pt [ [ 1 ] ] $time <= t ) )
markov12 [ i , k ] = pt [ [ 1 ] ] $ p s t a t e 2 [num]
markov12 [ i , ( K+k ) ] = pt [ [ 1 ] ] $ se2 [num]
nmarkov = transKMW( survtp , s , t )
nonmarkov12 [ i , k ] = nmarkov$ e s t [ , 2 ] [ length ( nmarkov$ e s t [ , 2 ] ) ]
}
i = i + 1
}
}
# #######################################################
# Ca l c u l a te the t rue t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s :
g <− function ( u )
{
exp (− (( a12 / ( b12 +1) *u^( b12 + 1 ) ) + ( a13 / ( b13 +1) *u^( b13 + 1 ) ) )
+ ( ( a12 / ( b12 +1) * s ^( b12 + 1 ) ) + ( a13 / ( b13 +1) * s ^( b13 + 1 ) ) ) ) *
a12 *u^b12 *exp (−( a23 / ( b23 +1) * t ^( b23 +1 ) ) +
( a23 / ( b23 +1) *u^( b23 + 1 ) ) )
}
P12 = rep ( 0 , 6 )
e=1
for ( t in seq ( 1 0 , 6 0 , 1 0 ) )
{
i f ( t <= s )
{ P12 [ e ] = 0}
e lse
{ P12 [ e ] = i n t e g r a t e ( g , s , t ) $value }
e = e+1
}
markov12 [ , ( 2 *K)+ 1] = P12
# S i m i l a r f o r semi−Markov and non−Markov :
# mean of e s t i m a t e s :
i = 1
for ( i in 1 : 6 )
{
markov12 [ i , ( 2 *K)+ 2] = mean ( markov12 [ i , 1 : K] )
i = i + 1
}
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# mean of standard devia t ion ( Only f o r Markov ) :
i = 1
for ( i in 1 : 6 )
{
markov12 [ i , ( 2 *K)+ 7] = mean ( markov12 [ i , ( K+ 1 ) : ( 2 *K ) ] )
}
# b i a s :
markov12 [ , ( 2 *K)+ 3] = markov12 [ , ( 2 *K)+2]−
markov12 [ , ( 2 *K)+ 1]
# r e a l t i v e b i a s * 1 0 0 :
markov12 [ , ( 2 *K)+ 4] = markov12 [ , ( 2 *K)+ 3] /
markov12 [ , ( 2 *K)+ 1] * 100
# MSE* 1000 :
for ( j in 1 : 6 )
{
markov12 [ j , ( 2 *K)+ 5] = mean ( ( markov12 [ j , 1 : K] −
markov12 [ j , ( 2 *K) + 1 ] ) ^ 2 ) * 1000
}
# Empir ical standard devia t ion :
for ( j in 1 : 6 )
{
markov12 [ j , ( 2 *K)+ 6] = sqr t (sum ( ( markov12 [ j , 1 : K] −
markov12 [ j , ( 2 *K) + 2 ] ) ^ 2 ) / (K−1))
}
Appendix C
Plots
In Chapter 5 we are considering the bias of our three methods. There we are
giving the bias only at every tenth t value. In the figures presented here, the
bias is calculated at each integer, and we get a better glimpse of how the bias is
evolving.
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Figure C.1: Markov data with constant hazards. The bias is calculated at each integer.
Green: Markov, Red: Semi-Markov, Blue: Non-Markov.
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Figure C.2: Markov data with nonconstant hazards. The bias is calculated at each
integer. Green: Markov, Red: Semi-Markov, Blue: Non-Markov.
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Figure C.3: Semi-Markov data. Green: Markov, Red: Semi-Markov, Blue: Non-
Markov.
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Figure C.4: Frailty data with δ f = 0.5. Green: Markov, Red: Semi-Markov, Blue:
Non-Markov.
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Figure C.5: Frailty data. δ = 1.5 Green: Markov, Red: Semi-Markov, Blue: Non-
Markov.
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Figure C.6: Non-Markov Meira data. Green: Markov, Red: Semi-Markov, Blue:
Non-Markov.
